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Abstract: Dust is an essential component of the interstellar medium (ISM) and plays an important role
in many different astrophysical processes and phenomena. Traditionally, dust grains are known to
be destroyed by thermal sublimation, Coulomb explosions, sputtering, and shattering. The first two
mechanisms arise from the interaction of dust with intense radiation fields and high-energy photons
(extreme UV), which work in a limited astrophysical environment. The present review is focused on
a new destruction mechanism due to the dust-radiation interaction that is effective in a wide range of
radiation fields and has ubiquitous applications in astrophysics. We first describe this new mechanism
of grain destruction, namely rotational disruption induced by Radiative Torques (RATs) or Radiative
Torque Disruption (RATD). We then discuss rotational disruption of nanoparticles by mechanical torques
due to supersonic motion of grains relative to the ambient gas, which is termed MEchanical Torque
Disruption (METD). These two new mechanisms modify properties of dust and ice (e.g., size distribution
and mass), which affects observational properties, including dust extinction, thermal and nonthermal
emission, and polarization. We present various applications of the RATD and METD mechanisms for the
ISM, star-forming regions, astrophysical transients, and surface astrochemistry.
Keywords: ISM: dust; galaxies: evolution; galaxies: ISM
1. Introduction
Interstellar dust is an essential component of the interstellar medium (ISM). It plays important
roles in astrophysics, including gas heating, star and planet formation (see Draine [1] for a review), and
grain-surface chemistry (Herbst and van Dishoeck [2]; Hama and Watanabe [3]). The interaction of dust
with radiation from starlight causes extinction, emission, and polarization of light, which are the basis
of modern astrophysics. Indeed, thermal dust emission in far-infrared/submm is a powerful window
to observe dense star-forming regions and to understand how stars and planets form. Dust polarization
induced by the alignment of dust grains with the magnetic field allows us to measure magnetic fields in
various astrophysical environments (see Andersson et al. [4] and Lazarian et al. [5] for recent reviews).
Polarized dust emission is a critical foreground component that needs to be accurately removed for
the detection of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) B-mode (Kamionkowski and Kovetz [6]).
Furthermore, ice mantles on dust grains play a central role in astrochemistry because water and complex
organic molecules (COMs) are thought to first form on the ice mantles and subsequently are released into
the gas phase due to star formation activity (Herbst and van Dishoeck [2]).
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Formation of dust is believed to arise from two leading sources, including Asymptotic Giant Branch
(AGB) stars (e.g., Zhukovska and Henning [7]) and core-collapse supernovae (CSNe; Sarangi et al. [8]).
Newly formed grains are then injected into the ISM and constantly reprocessed due to collisions with gas
and dust (Zhukovska et al. [9]). The subsequent evolution of dust in the ISM consists of accretion of gas
species (atoms and molecules) on the grain surface and grain coagulation.
Destruction of dust is widely studied in the literature (see Jones [10]). Four well-known mechanisms of
dust destruction include thermal sublimation, Coulomb explosions, sputtering (thermal and non-thermal),
and shattering by grain-grain collisions (see Draine and Salpeter [11], Tielens et al. [12], Jones et al. [13] for
details). The first two mechanisms are induced by dust-radiation interaction. While thermal sublimation
is efficient in intense radiation fields where dust grains can be heated to sublimation temperatures of
Tsub ∼ 1500− 1800 K for silicate and graphite grains, Coulomb explosions require high-energy photons
(extreme UV or X-ray) to be efficient (Weingartner et al. [14]; Hoang et al. [15]). Note that the large majority
of volume of astrophysical environments is filled with radiation fields where grains are only heated to a
temperature of Td < Tsub, which corresponds to the local energy density spanning a wide range, from a
radiation strength of U = 1 (in units of the average interstellar radiation field (ISRF); Mathis et al. [16])
to U ∼ 1011, assuming U ∼ (Td/16.4)1/6 for silicates (Draine [17]). Thus, the current paradigm of dust
evolution implies that dust properties do not change under such radiation fields.
The above paradigm of dust evolution is challenged by the early-time observations (within weeks
since the first light) toward type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia). Indeed, numerous observations reveal anomalous
properties of dust, namely the predominance of small grains in the local interstellar medium of SNe Ia
(Phillips et al. [18]), which is characterized by the unusually low value of total-to-selective extinction
ratio, RV = AV/EB−V < 2 (Burns et al. [19]; Amanullah et al. [20]; Cikota et al. [21]). This is inconsistent
with the standard model of interstellar dust with the standard value of RV = 3.1 (Phillips et al. [18])
and requires enhanced abundance of small grains Nozawa [22]. A similar problem is demonstrated
through mid-infrared emission excess (1− 5 µm) in the spectrum of massive young stellar clusters, which
requires an enhanced abundance of small grains relative to large ones. Extinction curves with a steep
far-ultraviolet (UV) toward Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) or quasars also reveal anomalous dust properties
with the predominance of small grains. These puzzles cannot be explained with previously known
mechanisms of dust destruction (Hoang [23]).
In addition to grain heating and charging, dust-radiation interaction is well-known to induce radiation
force and radiative torques (RATs) on dust grains (Dolginov and Mitrofanov [24]). Radiation force
accelerates grains to high speeds (Spitzer [25]), resulting in the drift of grains through the gas (Hoang et al.
[15]; Hoang [26]), while RATs can spin-up grains to suprathermal rotation, i.e., rotation at velocities above
their thermal angular value (Draine and Weingartner [27]; Abbas et al. [28]; Lazarian and Hoang [29];
Hoang and Lazarian [30]; Hoang and Lazarian [31]; Herranen et al. [32]). Note that dust grains are widely
known to be rotating suprathermally, as required to reproduce starlight polarization and far-IR/submm
polarized dust emission (see Andersson et al. [4] and Lazarian et al. [5] for reviews).
Recently, Hoang et al. [33] discovered that irregular grains exposed to intense radiation fields (e.g.,
from massive stars and supernovae) could be spun-up by RATs to extremely fast rotation such that the
centrifugal stress exceeds the maximum tensile strength of the grain material, breaking the original grain
into small grains (see also Hoang [34]). This is called RAdiative Torque Disruption (RATD) mechanism.
It is noted that Purcell [35] first mentioned rotational disruption as a potential consequence of grain
suprathermal rotation induced by pinwheel torques from hydrogen formation. Rotational disruption by
RATs for fluffy grains in the solar system is also noticed in Silsbee and Draine [36].
The RATD mechanism requires lower radiation energy to be effective than thermal sublimation. The
reason is that RATD tends to break the constituents of the grain that are loosely bound by Van der Waals
force of binding energy Eb ∼ 0.01 eV (e.g., for composite grains), whereas thermal sublimation needs high
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energy to break chemical bonds of energy ∼ 0.1 eV (Hoang [34]). Thus, this RATD mechanism could be
effective for the majority of astrophysical environments (cf. to sublimation or Coulomb explosions), from
the average ISRF, star-forming regions, circumstellar regions, to environments around cosmic transients.
The RATD mechanism is a ubiquitous process because radiation is ubiquitous in the Universe.
Moreover, dust grains drifting through the ambient gas experience mechanical torques due to
stochastic collisions with gas species (Gold [37]). A grain of irregular shape experiences regular mechanical
torques, which are stronger than the stochastic torques (Lazarian and Hoang [38]; Hoang et al. [39]). The
fast relative motion of dust to gas can arise from radiation pressure or interstellar shocks (Draine [40]). As
a result, grains can also be spun-up to suprathermal rotation by mechanical torques such that centrifugal
stress is sufficient to break a small grain into smaller fragments. This mechanism is termed MEchanical
Torque Disruption (METD) and most effective for very small grains of size a < 10 nm (Hoang and Tram
[41]; Tram and Hoang [42]; Hoang and Lee [43]).
In particular, centrifugal forces on rapidly spinning grains have inevitable effects on the formation
and desorption of molecules on/in the ice mantles of dust grains. The reason is that water and complex
molecules in the ice mantles sublimate at temperatures of Td > 100 K ([2]), which corresponds to U > 105,
i.e., much stronger radiation fields than the ISRF for which RATD is important. As shown in Hoang and
Tram [44] and [45], the grain suprathermal rotation also affects the chemical composition and metallicity
of the gas because ice mantles on the grain surface are easily disrupted by centrifugal stress.
Since RATs are strongest for the grains of size comparable to the photon wavelength, i.e., a ∼ λ
(Lazarian and Hoang [29]), the RATD mechanism is most efficient for large grains of a > 0.1 µm for
starlight of λ & 0.1 µm. On the other hand, the METD mechanism is most efficient for very small grains
(VSGs) or nanoparticles (size a < 10 nm) because these tiny grains with small inertia moment rotate faster
(Hoang and Tram [41]; Hoang and Lee [43]). Thus, the RATD and METD mechanisms determine the grain
size distribution, including the upper cutoff and abundance of nanoparticles, which affects dust extinction,
emission from microwave to infrared wavelengths, and polarization.
This review focuses on the new grain destruction mechanisms (RATD and METD) and their
astrophysical applications. The structure of the review is as follows. We first summarize the current
knowledge of grain destruction mechanisms in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the theory of a new
mechanism of dust destruction (RATD) and provides an example of grain disruption by a point source.
In Section 4, we describe rotational disruption of ice mantles and desorption of molecules from the
icy grain mantle. In Section 5, we present the description of rotational disruption of nanoparticles by
mechanical torques (METD). In Section 6, we present modeling methods of dust extinction, emission,
and polarization that takes into account the rotational disruption effects. In Section 7, we discuss the
applications of the RATD and METD mechanisms for different astrophysical environments, including the
diffuse ISM, star-forming regions, cosmic explosions, and high-z galaxies. An extended discussion on the
implications of our new mechanisms for time-domain astrophysics and astrochemistry is presented in
Section 8. Conclusions and future prospects are summarized in Section 9.
2. Destruction mechanisms of astrophysical dust
Here we first review four well-known destruction mechanisms of astrophysical dust, including
thermal sublimation, Coulomb explosions, sputtering, and shattering. The first two mechanisms are
associated with intense radiation fields, while the last two are related to relative motion between dust and
gas.
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2.1. Thermal sublimation
Grains in a strong radiation field are heated to high temperatures and sublimate rapidly when their
temperatures are above the sublimation threshold. The sublimation rate for a grain of radius a and
temperature Td is given by:
da
dt
= − ν0
n1/3d
exp
(−B
kTd
)
, (1)
where nd ∼ 1022 − 1023 cm−3 is the atomic number density of dust, B is the sublimation energy per
atom, ν0 = 2 × 1015 s−1 and B/k = 68100 − 20000N−1/3 K for silicate grains, ν0 = 2 × 1014 s−1 and
B/k = 81200− 20000N−1/3 K for carbonaceous grains with N being the total number of atoms of the grain
(Guhathakurta and Draine [46]; Waxman and Draine [47]).
The sublimation time of a dust grain of size a is defined as
tsub(Td) = − ada/dt = an
1/3
d ν
−1
0 exp
(
B
kTd
)
, (2)
where da/dt from Equation (1) has been used.
Plugging the numerical parameters into the above equation, we obtain
tsub(Td) = 6.36× 103a−5 exp
[
68100 K
(
1
Td
− 1
1800 K
)]
s (3)
for silicate grains, and
tsub(Td) = 1.36a−5 exp
[
81200 K
(
1
Td
− 1
3000 K
)]
s (4)
for graphite grains, where a−5 = a/(10−5 cm)
At Td ∼ 1800 K, one has tsub ∼ 1000 s for silicates, which is rather short for astronomical timescales.
For a point source of radiation, one can estimate the sublimation distance of dust grains, rsub, from
the central source as
Rsub ' 0.015
(
LUV
109L
)1/2 ( Tsub
1800 K
)−5.6/2
pc, (5)
where LUV is the luminosity in the optical and UV, which is roughly one half of the bolometric luminosity,
and Tsub is the dust sublimation temperature between 1500-1800 K for silicate and graphite material
(Guhathakurta and Draine [46], Scoville and Norman [48]). This relation is obtained using U ∼ 2.5×
106(LUV/109L)(R/1pc)−2, which corresponds to Td ∼ 22.3U1/5.6 K for graphite grains and Lbol = 2LUV .
By setting Td = 1800 K, one obtains
Rsub = 0.007
(
LUV
109L
)1/2 ( Tsub
1800K
)−5.6/2
pc (6)
Equation (5) implies the increase of the sublimation radius with the source luminosity. For active
galactic nuclei (AGN) of L ∼ 1013L, the sublimation region is Rsub ∼ 1 pc.
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2.2. Coulomb explosions and ion field emission
Grains subject to an extreme UV radiation field are positively charged due to photoemission of
electrons. Photoelectric emission can rapidly increase the grain charge, Z, electric surface potential,
φ = eZ/a, and electric field on the surface, E = eZ/a2 = (φ/a).
Tensile stress experienced by a surface element δA of charge δZ = σZδA is given by
S = δF
δA
=
eδZE
δA
=
(φ/a)2
4pi
, (7)
where σZ = δZ/δA = Z/(4pia2) has been used.
When the tensile stress exceeds the maximum tensile strength that the material can support, Smax,
the grain will be disrupted by Coulomb explosions. Setting S = Smax, we derive the maximum surface
potential and charge that the grain still survives:
φmax ' 1.06× 103
( Smax
1010 erg cm−3
)1/2
a−5V, (8)
Zmax ' 7.4× 104
( Smax
1010 erg cm−3
)1/2
a2−5. (9)
When a grain is positively charged to a sufficiently strong electric field, the emission of individual
ions (i.e., ion field emission) from the grain surface can occur. Experiments show that with an electric
field of φ/a ∼ 3× 108V cm−1, ion field emission already occurs for some metals (see Table 1 in Tsong and
Müller [49]). Thus, grains may gradually be destroyed by ion field emission without Coulomb explosions
in the case of ideal material with Smax ∼ 1011 erg cm−3 (i.e., φmax/a ∼ 3× 108V cm−1).
Coulomb explosions and ion field emission are efficient in intense extreme UV or X-ray radiation
fields only (see Weingartner et al. [14]) or for grains moving with relativistic speeds through the ambient
radiation field (Hoang et al. [15]).
2.3. Thermal and Nonthermal Sputtering
When grains move rapidly relative to the gas, they are gradually eroded by sputtering induced by the
bombardment of energetic gaseous atoms/ions. The physics is as follows. Upon bombardment, energetic
ions penetrate the dust grain and interact with the target atoms, transferring part of their kinetic energy to
the target atoms via Coulomb nuclear and electronic interactions. If the target atoms receive kinetic energy
larger than their binding energy, they can escape from the grain surface, and the grain loses its mass.
In hot gas, sputtering is induced by thermal protons and referred to as thermal sputtering (Draine
and Salpeter [11]). Subject to a supersonic gas flow, sputtering is induced by the bombardment of atoms,
which is called nonthermal sputtering (Jones et al. [13]).
Let Ysp be the average sputtering yield per impinging atom (i.e., H and He) with speed v. The number
of target atoms sputtered by the H bombardment per second is given by
dNsp
dt
= nHvpia2Ysp. (10)
The rate of mass loss due to thermal sputtering is given by
4piρa2da
dt
= −mH A¯spdNsp
dt
= −A¯spmHnH〈v〉pia2Ysp, (11)
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yielding
da
dt
=
A¯spmHnH〈v〉Ysp
4ρ
, (12)
where ρ is the grain mass density, A¯sp is the average atomic mass number of sputtered atoms, and v is
replaced by the mean thermal speed 〈v〉 = (8kTgas/pimH)1/2. The thermal sputtering time is equal to
τsp =
a
da/dt
' 1.3× 104ρˆ
(
12a−5
A¯spn1
)(
106 K
Tgas
)1/2 ( 0.1
Ysp
)
yr, (13)
where ρˆ = ρ/(3 g cm−3).
The decrease in the grain radius per time unit due to nonthermal sputtering by grain drifting at speed
vd through the gas is given by (see e.g., Hoang et al. [15])
da
dt
=
nHmHvdYsp A¯sp
4ρ
, (14)
which implies a characteristic timescale of nonthermal sputtering,
τsp =
a
da/dt
=
4ρa
nHmHvdYsp A¯sp
' 1.9× 104ρˆ
(
12
A¯sp
)(
a−5
n1v2
)(
0.1
Ysp
)
yr. (15)
The sputtering yield, Ysp, depends on projectile energy and properties of grain material. Following
Tielens et al. [12], the sputtering yield is given by
Ysp(E) = 4.2× 1014 αSn(E)U0
(
Rp
R
)[
1−
(
Eth
E
)2/3](
1− Eth
E
)2
, (16)
where U0 is the binding energy of dust atoms, α ' 0.3(M2/M1)2/3 for 0.5 < M2/M1 < 10, α ≈ 0.1 for
M2/M1 < 0.5, and Eth is the threshold energy for sputtering given by
Eth =
U0
g(1− g) for M1/M2 ≤ 0.3, (17)
Eth = 8U0
(
M1
M2
)1/3
for M1/M2 > 0.3, (18)
and g = 4M1M2/(M1 + M2)2 is the maximum energy transfer of a head-on elastic collision. The factor
Rp/R is the ratio of the mean projected range to the mean penetrated path length, as given by Bohdansky
[50]
Rp
R
=
(
K
M2
M1
+ 1
)−1
, (19)
where K is a free parameter, and K = 0.1 and 0.65 for silicate and graphite grains, respectively (see Tielens
et al. [12]).
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2.4. Grain shattering
A grain moving in the gas has a chance to hit another grain, resulting in grain coagulation or grain
shattering, depending on their relative velocity. The threshold velocity for grain shattering depends on the
grain size as (Chokshi et al. [51])
vshat ' 6
( a
10−5 cm
)−5/6
m s−1. (20)
If the relative grain velocity vgg < vshat, the grains collide and stick together. For vgg > vshat,
collisions at high velocity produce shock waves inside the grains and shatter them in smaller fragments.
For vgg > 20km s−1, the evaporation of dust grain occurs when a part of grains is heated to evaporation
temperatures.
Grain shattering is expected to be efficient in breaking large grains into nanoparticles in magnetized
shocks (e.g., Jones et al. [52]).
The destruction time by grain shattering can be estimated by the mean time between two successive
collisions:
τgg =
1
pia2ngrvdrift
=
4ρaMg/d
3nHmHvdrift
' 7.6× 104ρˆa−5n−11 v−1drift,3 yr, (21)
where ngr is the number density of dust grains, Mg/d ∼ nHmH/ngrmgr = 100 with mgr = 4pia3ρ/3 is the
gas-to-dust mass ratio, and we have assumed the single-grain size distribution.
3. Rotational disruption of dust grains by radiative torques
In this section, we review a new mechanism of dust destruction, so-called RAdiative Torque
Disruption (RATD), which is associated to grain suprathermal rotation by RATs.
3.1. Radiative torques of irregular grains
Let uλ be the spectral energy density of radiation field at wavelength λ. The energy density of
the radiation field is then urad =
∫
uλdλ. To describe the strength of a radiation field, let define U =
urad/uISRF with uISRF = 8.64× 10−13 erg cm−3 being the energy density of the average ISRF in the solar
neighborhoord (Mathis et al. [16]). Thus, the typical value for the ISRF is U = 1. The dust temperature
can be approximately given by Td = T0U4+β with β the dust opacity index (κd ∝ λ−β) and T0 the grain
temperature at U = 1. Approximately, one has T0 = 16.4 K and β = 2 for silicates, and T0 = 23.5 K and
β = 1.5 for graphite (Draine [17]).
Let aeff = (3V/4pi)1/3 be the effective size of the dust grain of irregular shape with volume V. Such
an irregular grain exposed to an anisotropic radiation field experiences radiative torque (RAT) due to
differential absorption and scattering of left-handed and right-handed photons. The magnitude of RATs is
defined as
Γλ = pia2effγraduλ
(
λ
2pi
)
QΓ, (22)
where γrad is the anisotropy degree of the radiation field, and QΓ is the RAT efficiency (Draine and
Weingartner [27]). γrad ≈ 0.1 for the ISRF (Draine and Weingartner [27]), γrad ∼ 0.3− 0.7 for molecular
clouds (Bethell et al. [53]), and γrad = 1 for unidirectional radiation fields (e.g., from a nearby star).
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A helical grain model suggested by Lazarian and Hoang [29] to obtain analytical formulae of RATs is
shown in Figure 1 (panel (a)). The components of RATs as functions of the angle Θ (panel (b)) obtained
from AMO are in good agreement with numerical results using DDSCAT (panel (c)).
Numerical calculations of RATs for several shapes and different optical constants using the DDSCAT
code (Draine and Flatau [54]) by Lazarian and Hoang [29] find slight differences in RATs among the
realization (see Figure 2). The magnitude of RAT efficiency, QΓ can be approximated by a power-law
(Lazarian and Hoang [29]):
QΓ ∼ 0.4
(
λ
1.8aeff
)η
, (23)
where η = 0 for λ . 1.8aeff and η = −3 for λ > 1.8aeff.
Recently, Herranen et al. [55] calculated RATs for an extensive sample of grain shapes using the
T-matrix method, as shown in Figure 3. We can see that the analytical fit (Eq. 23) is in good agreement
with their numerical calculations. Therefore, one can use Equation (23) for the different grain compositions
and grain shapes, and the difference is an order of unity
(c)
Figure 1. Panel (a): A helical grain model described by three principal axes, aˆ1aˆ3aˆ3, proposed by Lazarian
and Hoang [29] to calculate analytically RATs, comprising an oblate spheroid and a massless mirror attached
to the spheroid. The normal vector of the mirror is titled by an angle α with respect to the principal axis
aˆ2. Panel (b): Scattering coordinate frame of reference used for calculations of RATs, described by three
axes, eˆ1eˆ2eˆ3 where eˆ1 is defined along k, and eˆ2eˆ3 form a plane perpendicular to eˆ1. Θ is the angle between
the axis of maximum moment of inertia, aˆ1, with the radiation direction k, Φ is the precession angle of aˆ1
around k, and β is the angle that describes the rotation of the grain around aˆ1. Panel (c): comparison of
the functional form of RATs from AMO and numerical computation using DDSCAT. From Lazarian and
Hoang [29].
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Figure 2. Radiative torques computed for the different grain sizes and shapes using DDSCAT from Lazarian
and Hoang [29]. Left and right panels show the ratio of maximum torque components and RAT magnitude
as function of λ/aeff. Astronomical silicate is considered. Power-law fits to the computed results are shown
in red lines.
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Figure 3. RATs computed by T-matrix method for the numerous grain shapes of silicate material from
Herranen et al. [55]. A power-law fit to the numerical results of slope η = −3 is given for λ/aeff & 1.
Let λ =
∫
λuλdλ/urad be the mean wavelength of the radiation spectrum. For the ISRF, λ = 1.2 µm.
The average radiative torque efficiency over the radiation spectrum is defined as
QΓ =
∫
λQΓuλdλ∫
λuλdλ
. (24)
For interstellar grains with aeff . λ/1.8, QΓ can be approximated to (Hoang and Lazarian [56])
QΓ ' 2
(
λ
aeff
)−2.7
' 2.6× 10−2
(
λ
0.5 µm
)−2.7
a2.7−5, (25)
and QΓ ∼ 0.4 for aeff > λ/1.8.
For convenience, let atrans = λ¯/1.8 be the transition size of grains from a flat to the power-law stage
of RATs. Plugging QΓ into Equation (22) yields the radiative torque averaged over the radiation spectrum,
ΓRAT = pia2effγradurad
(
λ
2pi
)
QΓ ' 5.8× 10−29a4.7−5γradUλ−1.70.5 erg, (26)
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for aeff . atrans, and
ΓRAT ' 8.6× 10−28a2−5γradUλ0.5 erg, (27)
for aeff > atrans, where λ0.5 = λ/(0.5 µm).
3.2. Suprathermal rotation of dust grains induced by RATs
3.2.1. Rotational damping
The well-known damping process for a rotating grain is sticking collisions with gas species, followed
by their thermal evaporation. Thus, for a gas with 90% of H and 10% of He in abundance, the characteristic
damping time is given by
τgas =
3
4
√
pi
I1
1.2nHmHvtha4eff
' 8.74× 104α1a−5ρˆ
(
30 cm−3
nH
)(
100 K
Tgas
)1/2
yr, (28)
where vth =
(
2kBTgas/mH
)1/2 is the thermal velocity of a gas atom of mass mH in a plasma with
temperature Tgas and density nH, and I1 = 8piρα1a5eff/15 is the grain inertia moment with α1 being
a geometrical factor of order unity (Hoang and Lazarian [31]; Draine and Weingartner [27]). In the
following, we assume α1 = 1 for simplicity, and set I = I1, a = aeff.
IR photons emitted by the grain carry away part of the grain’s angular momentum, resulting in the
damping of the grain rotation. The characteristic time of the IR damping is τIR = τgasFIR where FIR is
a dimensionless coefficient . For strong radiation fields or not very small sizes, grains can achieve an
equilibrium temperature, and FIR is given by (see Draine and Lazarian [57]),
FIR '
(
0.4U2/3
a−5
)(
30 cm−3
nH
)(
100 K
Tgas
)1/2
. (29)
Other rotational damping processes include plasma drag, ion collisions, and electric dipole emission.
These processes are mostly important for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and very small grains
(Draine and Lazarian [57]; Hoang et al. [58]; Hoang et al. [59]). Thus, the total rotational damping rate of
grains by gas collisions and IR emission can be written as
τ−1damp = τ
−1
gas + τ
−1
IR = τ
−1
gas(1+ FIR). (30)
For intense radiation fields with U  1 and not very dense gas, one has FIR  1. Therefore,
τdamp ∼ τgas/FIR ∼ a2−5U2/3, which does not depend on the gas properties. In this case, the only damping
process is the IR emission. For dense environments and weak radiation fields, FIR  1, and gas damping
dominates.
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3.2.2. Maximum grain angular velocity spun-up by RATs
Assuming a perfect internal alignment of the grain axis with angular momentum, the equation of
motion is given by
I1dω
dt
= ΓRAT − I1ωτdamp (31)
where τdamp is given by Equation (30). The assumption is valid for suprathermally rotating grains due to
internal relaxation (Purcell [35]; Lazarian and Draine [60]; Hoang and Lazarian [61]; Hoang and Lazarian
[31]; Hoang and Lazarian [56]).
For the radiation source with stable luminosity, the radiative torque ΓRAT is constant, and the grain
velocity is steadily increased over time. The maximum angular velocity of grains spun-up by RATs is
given by
ωRAT =
ΓRATτdamp
I1
. (32)
For strong radiation fields with U  1, such as FIR  1, plugging ΓRAT (Equation 26 and 27) and
τdamp (Equation 30) into the above equation, one obtains
ωRAT ' 7.1× 107γrad,−1a1.7−5U1/3λ¯−1.70.5 rad s−1, (33)
for grains with a . atrans, and
ωRAT ' 1.1× 108γrad,−1a−5 U
1/3λ¯0.5 rad s−1, (34)
for grains with a > atrans.
For a general radiation field, the maximum rotation rate induced by RATs is given by
ωRAT ' 3.2× 107γrad,−1a0.7−5λ¯−1.70.5
(
U
n1T1/22
)(
1
1+ FIR
)
rad s−1, (35)
for grains with a . atrans, and
ωRAT ' 1.6× 108γrad,−1a−2−5λ¯0.5
(
U
n1T1/22
)(
1
1+ FIR
)
rad s−1, (36)
for grains with a > atrans. Here γrad,−1 = γrad/0.1 is the anisotropy of radiation field relative to the typical
anisotropy of the diffuse interstellar radiation field.
3.3. Centrifugal stress due to grain rotation
We assume that the grain is rotating around the axis of maximum inertia moment, denoted by z-axis,
with angular velocity ω. This assumption is valid for suprathermal rotating grains in which internal
relaxation can rapidly induce the perfect alignment of the axis of the major inertia with the angular
momentum which corresponds to the minimum rotational energy state Purcell [35]. Let us consider a slab
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dx at distance x from the center of mass. The average tensile stress due to centrifugal force dFc acting on a
plane located at distance x0 is equal to
dS =
ω2xdm
pi(a2 − x20)
=
ρω2(a2 − x2)xdx
a2 − x20
, (37)
where the mass of the slab dm = ρdAdx with dA = pi(a2 − x2) the area of the circular slab.
The surface average tensile stress is then given by
Sx =
∫ a
x0
dSx =
ρω2a2
2
∫ 1
x0/a
(1− u)du
1− u0
=
ρω2a2
4
(
(1− u0)2
1− u0
)
=
ρω2a2
4
[
1−
( x0
a
)2]
, (38)
where u = (x/a)2.
Equation (38) reveals that the tensile stress is maximum at the grain center and decreases with
decreasing the mantle thickness (a− x0).
By plugging the numerical numbers into Equation (38), one obtains
Sx ' 7.5× 109ρˆω210a2−5
[
1−
( x0
a
)2]
erg cm−3, (39)
where ω10 = ω/(1010rad s−1). The equation reveals that the centrifugal stress is maximum at the grain
center (x0 = 0) and decreases with increasing x0.
3.4. Tensile strength of dust
Mechanical properties of dust grains is described by its tensile strength, i.e., the maximum strength
that the grain material still withstands against an applied tension, denoted by Smax. The tensile strength
depends on the internal structure of dust as well as its composition, which is poorly known for astrophysical
dust.
In general, compact grains are expected to have higher Smax than composite/fluffy grains. For
instance, polycrystalline bulk solid has Smax ∼ 109 − 1010 erg cm−3 (Draine and Salpeter [11], Burke
and Silk [62]), while ideal materials, i.e., diamond, have Smax ∼ 1011 erg cm−3 (see Hoang et al. [33]).
large grains of a & 0.1 µm) likely have a composite structure, such that the tensile strength is lower,
with Smax ∼ 106 − 108 erg cm−3, depending on the radius of monomers (Hoang [34]). Nanoparticles
or VSGs are likely to have compact structures, thus, their tensile strengths are expected to be large of
Smax & 109 erg cm−3.
We now consider a composite grain model as proposed by Mathis and Whiffen [63]. This composite
model relies on the fact that upon entering the ISM, original silicate and carbonaceous grains are shattered
(e.g., by shocks) into small fragments. The subsequent collisions of these fragments reform interstellar
composite grains. Following Mathis and Whiffen [63], individual particles are assumed to be compact and
spherical of radius ap. Particles can be of silicate or carbonaceous materials. Let P be the porosity which is
defined such that the mass density of the porous grain is ρ = ρ0(1− P) with ρ0 being the mass density of
fully compact grain. The value P = 0.2 indicates an empty volume of 20%.
Let E¯ be the mean intermolecular interaction energy at the contact surface between two particles and
h be the mean intermolecular distance at the contact surface. Let β be the mean number of contact points
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per particle between 1-10. The volume of interaction region is Vint = (2ha2p). Following Greenberg et al.
[64], one can estimate the tensile strength as given by the volume density of interaction energy
Smax = 3β(1− P) E¯2ha2p
. (40)
We can write E¯ = α10−3 eV where α is the coefficient of order unity when the interaction between
contact particles is only van der Waals forces. The contribution of chemical bonds between ice molecules
can increase the value of α. The tensile strength can be rewritten as (see Li and Greenberg [65]):
Smax ' 1.6× 106(1− P)
(
β
5
)(
E¯
10−3eV
)(α
1
)
×
( a
5nm
)−2 (0.3nm
H
)
erg cm−3. (41)
The tensile strength decreases rapidly with increasing the particle radius, as a−2p , and decreases with
increasing the porosity P. In the following, we fix the porosity P = 0.2, as previously assumed for Planck
data modeling (Guillet et al. [66]), and adopt the typical value of α = 1.
Numerical simulations for porous grain aggregates from Tatsuuma et al. [67] find that the tensile
strength decreases with increasing the monomer radius as
Smax ∼ 0.12 Fcr20
φ1.8ini ∼ 6× 106
(
γ
100mJm−2
)(
r0
0.1 µm
)−1
φ1.8ini erg cm
−3, (42)
where Fc is the maximum force needed to separate two sticking monomers, γ is the surface energy per
unit area of the material, and r0 is the monomer radius, and φini is the initial volume filling factor.
3.5. Grain Disruption Size and Disruption Time
When the grain rotation rate is sufficiently high such as the tensile stress, Sx (Eq. 38), can exceed the
tensile strength, Smax, the grain is instantaneously disrupted into fragments. The critical angular velocity
is obtained by setting Sx = Smax:
ωdisr =
2
a
(
Smax
ρ
)1/2
' 3.6× 10
8
a−5
S1/2max,7ρˆ
−1/2 rad s−1, (43)
where Smax,7 = Smax/(107 erg cm−3), and we assumed x0 = 0, i.e., the disruption occurs along the plane
going through the grain center (Hoang et al. [68]).
For strong radiation fields such that FIR  1, from Equations (35) and (43), one can obtain the
disruption grain size: (
adisr
0.1 µm
)2.7
' 5.1γ−1rad,−1U−1/3λ¯1.70.5S1/2max,7, (44)
for adisr ≤ atrans.
For an arbitrary radiation field and a ≤ atrans, one obtains(
adisr
0.1 µm
)1.7
' 3.8γ−1rad,−1λ¯1.70.5S1/2max,7(1+ FIR)
(
n1T1/22
U
)
, (45)
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which depends on the local gas density and temperature due to gas rotational damping.
Due to the decrease of the rotation rate for a > atrans (see Figure 4), there exist a maximum size of
grains that can still be disrupted by centrifugal stress (Hoang and Tram [44]):
adisr,max ' 5.0γλ¯0.5
(
U
n1T1/22
)(
1
1+ FIR
)
ρˆ1/2S−1/2max,7 µm. (46)
For the standard parameters of the diffuse ISM of U = 1, one gets adisr,max ∼ 5 µm for the typical
physical parameters in Equation (46). This is much larger than the maximum grain size of amax ∼
0.25− 0.3 µm obtained from modeling of observational data (Mathis et al. [69]; Kim and Martin [70];
Draine and Fraisse [71]). So, all available grains of a & adisr are disrupted. In dense regions, grains are
expected to grow to large sizes due to coagulation and accretion (e.g., Chokshi et al. [51]; Ossenkopf [72]).
Therefore, not all grains of a & adisr can be disrupted, and we will find both adisr and adisr,max for grains in
star-forming regions.
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Figure 4. The grain rotation rate spun-up by RATs (ωRAT) and disruption rate (ωdisr) as functions of the
grain size for different gas densities. The radiation strength U = 103 and three values of tensile strengths
Smax = 103, 105, 107 erg cm−3 are considered. The peak of ωRAT occurs at a = atrans. The intersection of
ωRAT and ωdisr can occur at a lower grain size (marked by a circle) and an upper size (marked by a star),
and the shaded area denotes the range of grain sizes in which grains are disrupted by RATs.
The characteristic timescale for rotational desorption can be estimated as (Hoang et al. [33]):
tdisr,0 =
Iωdisr
dJ/dt
=
Iωdisr
ΓRAT
' 105(γU)−1λ¯1.70.5ρˆ1/2S1/2max,7a−0.7−5 yr (47)
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Table 1. Characteristic timescales of dust destruction by different mechanisms
Mechanism Timescale (yr)
Rotational disruption (RATD) 1.0a−0.7−5 λ¯
1.7
0.5U
−1
6 S
1/2
max,9
Thermal sputtering 1.3× 104ρˆ(12/A¯sp)a−5n−11 T−1/26 (0.1/Ysp)
Non-thermal sputtering 1.9× 103ρˆ(12/A¯sp)a−5n−11 v−1drift,3(0.1/Ysp)
Grain-grain collision 7.6× 104ρˆa−5n−11 v−1drift,3
Rotational disruption (METD) 1.2ρˆa4−7n
−1
4 v
−3
drift,1Smax,9
Notes: a−5 = a/(10−5 cm), U6 = U/106, A¯sp mean atomic mass number of sputtered atoms
Smax,9 = Smax/(109 erg cm−3)
n1 = nH/(10 cm−3), T6 = Tgas/(106 K)
vdrift,3 = vdrift/(103 km s−1), and Ysp sputtering yield
for adisr < a . atrans, and
tdisr,0 ' 7.4(γU)−1λ¯−10.5 ρˆ1/2S1/2max,7a2−5 yr (48)
for atrans < a < adisr,max.
In Table 4, we compare the timescale of RATD obtained for a strong radiation field with the time from
various destruction mechanisms. It is obvious that RATD is the most efficient mechanism to destroy large
grains, while the METD mechanism is efficient for nanoparticles. The efficiency of RATD over thermal
sublimation is straightforward. While thermal sublimation requires high energy to break molecular bonds
within the grain of 10 eV, the RATD only requires low energy to break the Van der Waals force between the
monomers/constituents which is only 0.01 eV.
3.6. Example of RATD by a point radiation source
For a point radiation source with bolometric luminosity L, the radiation energy density at distance
dpc in units of pc is given by
urad =
∫
uλdλ =
∫ Lλ
4picd2
dλ ' 1.06× 10−6
(
L9
d2pc
)
erg cm−3, (49)
where L9 = L/(109L), and the radiation strength is equal to
U ' 1.2× 106
(
L9
d2pc
)
. (50)
For a massive star of L ∼ 105L at distance d = 1 pc, Equation (50) implies U ∼ 102, and for a
supernova of L ∼ 109L, U ∼ 106, which are much stronger than the standard ISRF.
For a given radiation field of constant bolometric luminosity L and mean wavelength λ¯, one can
calculate ωRAT for a grid of grain sizes, assuming the gas density (nH) and temperature (Tgas) for the
local environment. We calculate adisr and tdisr for the physical parameters of the standard ISM with
nH = 30 cm−3 and Tgas = 100 K, and an H II region with nH = 1.0 cm−3 and Tgas = 106 K.
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Figure 5. Grain disruption size and disruption time vs. cloud distance from the central source for massive
stars and young massive stellar clusters (YMSCs) of different luminosity, assuming grain tensile strength
Smax = 109 erg cm−3. Panel (a): grain disruption size vs. cloud distance computed for the ISM (blue lines)
and H II regions (orange lines). Results obtained from an analytical formula in the absence of gas damping
are shown in black lines. The horizontal line in the top marks adisr = λ¯/1.8. Panel (b): grain disruption
time vs. cloud distance computed for the ISM and H II regions. The disruption time is short, below ∼ 1
Myr for YMSCs of L ∼ 106 − 109L. From Hoang et al. [33].
Figure 5 (panel (a)) shows the grain disruption size as a function of the cloud distance for L =
104− 109L for the ISM (blue lines) and H II regions (orange lines). The results obtained from an analytical
formula where the grain rotational damping by gas collisions is disregarded is shown in black lines
for comparison. The disruption size adisr increases rapidly with increasing cloud distance and reaches
adisr ∼ λ¯/1.8 ∼ 0.16 µm (marked by a horizontal line in the figure) at some distance. Beyond this distance,
grain disruption ceases to occur due to the decrease of radiation energy density (see Fig. 5). For L = 104L,
which is typical for OB stars, we get adisr ∼ 0.1 µm for d ∼ 1pc for the ISM. For more luminous stars
of L = 106L, adisr ∼ 0.1 µm for d ∼ 10 pc (see dashed line). For a YMSC of L = 109L, one obtains
adisrp ∼ 0.05 µm for d ∼ 30 pc, and adisr ∼ 0.02 µm for d ∼ 1 pc.
For a given L, adisr for the ISM and H II regions is similar at small distances. At large distances from
the source, adisr for H II regions is larger than for the ISM and for the case without gas damping (black lines
in Fig. 5). The reason is that at large distances, rotational damping by gas collisions becomes dominant
over the rotational damping by infrared emission, resulting in the increase of adisr with the gas damping
rate which scales as nHT1/2gas . This can also be seen through the increase in the critical radiation strength
required to disrupt grains with the gas damping rate.
Figure 5 (panel (b)) shows the disruption time tdisr of a = adisr grains as a function of the cloud
distance for the different values of L. The disruption time increases rapidly with the cloud distance and
decreases with increasing L. For grains at 10 pc, one obtains tdisr ∼ 50–30,000 yr for L ∼ 109 − 106L.
4. Rotational desorption of ice mantles by radiative torques
Ice mantles are formed due to accretion of gas species on the grain surface in cold and dense regions
of hydrogen density nH = n(H) + 2n(H2) ∼ 103 − 105 cm−3 or the visual extinction AV > 3 (Whittet et al.
[73]). Irradiated by a nearby star or a young star located at the cloud center, icy grains are sublimated
when heated to high temperatures of Td > 100 K. Here, we discuss the rotational desorption of ice mantles
from the grain surface by centrifugal force due to RATs.
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Figure 6. Left panel: illustration of a rapidly spinning core-mantle grain of irregular shape, comprising an
icy water-rich (blue) and CO-rich (light blue) mantle layers. The core is assumed to be compact silicate
material, and complex organic molecules are formed in the ice mantle of the core. Centrifugal force field on
a slab dx is illustrated, which acts to pull off the ice mantle from the grain core at sufficiently fast rotation.
Right panel: range of desorption sizes of ice mantles, constrained by adisr (lower boundary) and adisr,max
(upper boundary), as a function of the grain temperature for the different gas densities for λ¯ = 0.5 µm,
assuming a fixed core radius ac and the varying mantle thickness. The horizontal dashed line denotes the
transition grain size atrans = λ¯/1.8. Shaded regions mark the range of grain sizes disrupted by RATD. From
Hoang and Tram [44].
4.1. Rotational desorption of ice mantles and molecule desorption
Here we consider a grain model consisting of an amorphous silicate core covered by a double-layer
ice mantle (see Figure 6, left panel). Let ac be the radius of silicate core and ∆am be the average thickness
of the mantle. The exact shape of icy grains is unknown, but we can assume that they have irregular
shapes as required by strongly polarized H2O and CO ice absorption features (Chrysostomou et al. [74];
Whittet et al. [75]). Thus, one can define an effective radius of the grain, a, which is defined as the radius
of the sphere with the same volume as the grain. The effective grain size is a ≈ ac + ∆am. The silicate and
carbonaceous cores are assumed to have a typical radius of 0.05 µm Greenberg [76].
The tensile strength of the bulk ice is S ∼ 2× 107 erg cm−3 at low temperatures. As the temperature
increases to 200− 300 K, the tensile strength is reduced significantly to 5× 106 erg cm−3 Litwin et al.
[77]. The adhesive strength between the ice mantle and the solid surface has a wide range, depending
on the surface properties (Itagaki [78]; Work and Lian [79]). Here, we adopt a conservative value of
Smax = 107 erg cm−3 for pure ice mantles for our numerical calculations. For the grain core, a higher value
of Smax = 109 erg cm−3 is adopted.
When the rotation rate is sufficiently high such as the tensile stress Sx (Eq. 38) can exceed the
maximum limit of the ice mantle, Smax, the ice mantle is separated from the grain surface, which is termed
rotational desorption. The critical rotational velocity of the mantle desorption is determined by Sx = Smax:
ωdesr =
2
a(1− x20/a2)1/2
(
Smax
ρice
)1/2
' 6.3× 10
8
a−5(1− x20/a2)1/2
ρˆ−1/2ice S
1/2
max,7 rad s
−1. (51)
Above, we assume that the grain is spinning along the principal axis of maximum inertia moment.
This assumption is valid because internal relaxation within the rapidly spinning grain due to Barnett effect
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the rotational desorption process of COMs from icy grain mantles
comprising two steps: (1) disruption of icy mantes into small fragments by RATD, and (2) rapid evaporation
of COMs due to thermal spikes for very small fragments or increased sublimation for larger fragments.
From Hoang and Tram [44].
rapidly brings the grain axis to be aligned with its angular momentum (Purcell [35]; Roberge and Lazarian
[80]).
The grain disruption size of ice mantles is given by
adesr ' 0.13γ−1/1.7λ¯0.5(Smax,7/ρˆice)1/3.4(1+ FIR)1/1.7
(
n1T1/22
U
)1/1.7
µm, (52)
for adisr . atrans and x0  a, which depends on the local gas density and temperature due to gas damping.
The equation indicates that all grains in the size range atrans > a > adisr would be disrupted.
In the absence of rotational damping, the characteristic timescale for rotational desorption of ice
mantles can be estimated from Equations (47) and (48):
tdesr,0 =
Iωdisr
ΓRAT
' 6× 104(γU)−1λ¯1.70.5ρˆ1/2ice S1/2max,7a−0.7−5 yr (53)
for adisr < a . atrans, and
tdesr,0 ' 4× 103(γU)−1λ¯−10.5 ρˆ1/2ice S1/2max,7a2−5 yr (54)
for atrans < a < adisr,max.
The subsequent effect of rotational disruption of ice mantles is the desorption of molecules from
the icy fragments, such as water and complex organic molecules (COMs), at temperatures below their
sublimation threshold. Figure 7 illustrates a two-step rotational desorption process of molecules from icy
grain mantles induced by suprathermal rotation due to RATs. In Figure 8 (left panel), we show the thermal
desorption time of icy grains of various sizes, which shows the decrease of tsub with decreasing the grain
size. In the right panel, we compare the desorption time with the sublimation time for several molecules.
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Figure 8. Left panel: decrease of sublimation time with decreasing the grain size. Right panel: comparison
of rotational desorption time and thermal sublimation time of various molecules.
4.2. Ro-thermal desorption of molecules from ice mantles
The problem of thermal desorption from a non-rotating grain is well studied in the literature (Watson
and Salpeter [81]; Leger et al. [82]). The underlying physics is that when the grain is heated to high
temperatures, molecules on the grain surface acquire kinetic energy from thermal fluctuations within the
grain lattice and escape from the surface.
Let τdes,0 be the desorption rate of molecules with binding energy Eb from a grain at rest (ω = 0)
which is heated to temperatures Td. Following Watson and Salpeter [81], one has
τ−1sub,0 = ν0 exp
(
− Eb
kTd
)
, (55)
where ν0 is the characteristic vibration frequency of molecules given by
ν0 =
(
2NsEb
pi2m
)1/2
(56)
with Ns being the surface density of binding sites (Tielens and Allamandola [83]).
Table 2 lists the binding energy and sublimation temperature measured from experiments for popular
molecules.
In the presence of grain suprathermal rotation, the centrifugal force acting on a molecule of mass m at
distance r sin θ from the spinning axis (see Figure 9, left panel) is
Fcen = macen = mω2(xxˆ+ yyˆ), (57)
where acen is the centrifugal acceleration, and the unit vectors xˆ, yˆ describes the plane perpendicular to the
spinning axis.
We can define centrifugal potential φcen such as acen = −∇φcen. Then, the corresponding potential is
φcen = ω
2
(
x2 + y2
2
)
=
1
2
ω2r2 sin2 θ. (58)
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Figure 9. Left panel: illustration of a spinning dust grain with ice mantle. A molecule on the surface
experiences binding force and centrifugal force in opposite directions. Right panel: illustration of the
potential energy of a molecule on the rotating grain. The potential barrier is reduced significantly as the
angular velocity ω increases as a result of centrifugal potential (Ecen). From Hoang and Tung [45].
Table 2. Binding energies and sublimation temperatures for selected molecules on an ice surface
Molecules Eb/k (K)a Tsub (K)
H2O 5700 152b
CH3OH 5530 99b
HCOOH 5570 155c
CH3CHO 2775 30c
C2H5OH 6260 250c
(CH2OH)2 10200 350c
NH3 5530 78b
CO2 2575 72b
H2CO 2050 64b
CH4 1300 31b
CO 1150 25b
N2 1140 22b
a See Table 4 in Garrod [84]
b See Table 1 from Mumma et al. [85]
c See Collings et al. [86]
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Assuming that molecules are uniformly distributed over the grain surface of radius a = r, then, one
can obtain the average centrifugal potential as follows:
〈φcen〉 = ω
2a2〈sin2 θ〉
2
=
ω2a2
3
, (59)
where 〈sin2 θ〉 = 2 ∫ pi/20 sin2 θ sin θdθ = 2/3.
As a result, the effective binding energy of the molecule becomes
Eb,rot = Eb −m〈φcen〉, (60)
which means that molecules only need to overcome the reduced potential barrier of Eb − Ecen where
Ecen = m〈φcen〉 to be ejected from the grain surface. The rotation effect is more important for molecules
with higher mass and low binding energy.
Figure 9 (right panel) illustrates the potential barrier of molecules on the surface of a rotating grain as
a function of ω. For slow rotation, the potential barrier is determined by binding force. As ω increases, the
potential barrier is decreased due to the contribution of centrifugal potential.
The molecule is instantaneously ejected from the surface if the grain is spinning sufficiently fast such
that Eb,rot = 0. From Equation (60), one can obtain the critical angular velocity for the direct ejection as
follows:
ωej =
(
3Eb
ma2
)1/2
'
(
1010
a−5
)(
(Eb/k)
1300 K
mCO
m
)1/2
rad s−1, (61)
where a−5 = a/(10−5 cm).
The ejection angular velocity decreases with increasing grain size and molecule mass m, but it
increases with the binding energy Eb.
The rate of ro-thermal desorption (sublimation) rate is given by
τ−1sub,rot = ν0 exp
(
−Eb −m〈φcen〉
kTd
)
, (62)
where the subscript sub stands for sublimation, and the second exponential term describes the probability
of desorption induced by centrifugal potential.
Equation (62) can be written as
τ−1sub,rot = τ
−1
sub,0RD(ω), (63)
where the function RD(ω) describes the effect of grain rotation on the thermal desorption as given by
RD(ω) = exp
(
m〈φcen〉
kTd
)
= exp
(
mω2a2
3kTd
)
(64)
' 1.7 exp
[
a2−5
(
m
mCO
)( ω
109 s−1
)2 (20 K
Td
)]
which indicates the rapid increase of the ro-thermal desorption rate with the grain size a and angular
velocity ω.
Figure 10 (left) shows the comparison of the timescale of ro-thermal sublimation to classical thermal
sublimation for various molecules, assuming the different gas density. The right panel shows the decrease
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Figure 10. Left panel: ro-thermal desorption rate of molecules from a thin ice mantle compared to the
classical sublimation time. Right panel: decrease of the grain temperature required for desorption at the
same rate as classical sublimation. From Hoang and Tung [45].
of grain temperature that results in the same desorption rate. The effect of ro-thermal desorption is more
efficient for molecules having high binding energy, such as water and ethanol. Figure 10 (right) shows the
decrease of the grain temperature required to produce the same desorption rate as the classical mechanism.
The decrease is larger for molecules with higher binding energy (sublimation temperature).
5. Rotational disruption of nanoparticles by stochastic mechanical torques
Radiation pressure from strong radiation fields accelerate dust grains to high speeds, causing them to
drift through ambient gas with velocity vd and experience mechanical torques (Hoang et al. [15]). Rapidly
spinning nanoparticles can also be disrupted by centrifugal stress, as first studied by Hoang and Tram [41]
for slow speeds in interstellar shocks and generalized for high speeds in Hoang and Lee [43].
5.1. Low-energy regime
Let us estimate the rotational excitation of grains due to sticking collisions of gas species. Each atom
colliding with the grain surface at radius r transfers its entire momentum mHv to the grain, inducing an
impulsive torque of δJ = r×mHv (see e.g., Gold [37]). The increase of (δJ)2 from each impact is given by
(δJ)2 = (a cos θmHvd)2 = m2Hv
2
da
2 cos2 θ, (65)
where θ is the polar angle of the radius vector r, and the projectiles are impinging along the horizontal
plane.
By averaging the above equation over the grain surface, one has 〈cos2 θ〉 = 1/2. Thus, Equation (65)
becomes
〈(δJ)2〉 = 1
2
m2Hv
2
da
2. (66)
Using the random walk theory for stochastic collisions, one can derive the total increase of squared
angular momentum per unit of time as follows:
〈(∆J)2〉
∆t
= Rcoll(δJ)2 =
nHvdpia2m2Hv
2
da
2
2
, (67)
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where the collision rate Rcoll = nHvdpia2 has been used.
After traversing a time interval ∆t, the total average increase of the squared angular momentum is
equal to
〈(∆J)2〉 = nHm
2
Hv
3
dpia
4
2
∆t. (68)
The rms angular velocity of grains can now be calculated using the total angular momentum ∆J from
Equation (68):
ω2rms = 〈ω2〉 =
〈(∆J)2〉
I2
=
nHm2Hv
3pia4
2I2
∆t. (69)
A rotating grain experiences rotational damping due to sticking collision with gas atoms. Note that
sticking collisions do not damp grain rotation due to averaging effect, but subsequent thermal evaporation
of atoms that carry away part of the grain angular momentum results in grain rotational damping (see e.g.,
Draine and Lazarian [57]). Consider a grain rotating along the z-axis with angular velocity ωz.
The mean decrease of grain angular momentum per unit of time is equal to〈
∆Jz
∆t
〉
H
= −Rcoll〈δJz〉
= −2
3
nHmHpia4ωz〈v〉 = − IωzτH . (70)
For the drift velocity with v vT , one has 〈v〉 = vd. Therefore, the rotational damping time is
τH =
3I
2nHmHpia4vd
=
4ρa
5nHmHvd
' 572
(
ρˆa−6
v2n1
)
yr, (71)
where n1 = n/(10 cm−3), v2 = vd/(100 km s−1).
Rapidly spinning dust grains emit strong electric dipole radiation (Draine and Lazarian [57]), which
also damps the grain rotation on a timescale of
τed =
3I2c3
µ2kTgas
' 2.25× 108
(
a7−6
3.8βˆ
)(
100 K
Tgas
)
yr, (72)
where µ is the grain dipole moment and βˆ = β/(0.4 D) with β being the dipole moment per structure due
to polar bonds present in the dust grain (Draine and Lazarian [57]; Hoang et al. [58]; Hoang et al. [87]).
Comparing τed with τH, one can see that, for small grains of a > 1 nm, the electric dipole damping
time is longer than the gas damping time.
Due to the rotational damping, the grain looses angular momentum on a timescale of τH. Therefore,
Equation (69) yields
ω2rms ≡ 〈ω2〉 =
nHm2Hv
3pia4
2I2
τH, (73)
which can be rewritten as
ω2rms
ω2T
=
s2d
2
, (74)
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where sd = vd/vth with vth =
(
2kTgas/mH
)1/2 is the dimensionless parameter, and the thermal angular
velocity
ωT =
(
3kTgas
I
)1/2
' 9× 107a−5/2−6 T1/22 ρˆ−1/2 rad s−1. (75)
Equation (74) reveals that nanoparticles can be spun-up to suprathermal rotation if sd > 1.5.
5.1.1. Mechanical Torque Disruption (METD) Mechanism
The basic idea of rotational disruption by stochastic mechanical torques (i.e., METD mechanism), is
similar to that of RATD (see Section 3). Using Equation (43), the critical angular velocity for the disruption
is given by
ωcri =
2
a
(
Smax
ρ
)1/2
' 3.65× 1010
(
S1/2max,9
a−6ρˆ1/2
)
rad s−1, (76)
where Smax,9 = Smax/(109 erg cm−3) is the tensile strength in units of 109 erg cm−3 as expected for
nanoparticles.
The time required to spin-up a grain of size a to ωcri, so-called rotational disruption time, is evaluated
as follows:
τdisr =
J2cri
(∆J)2/(∆t)
=
2(Iωcri)2
nHm2Hv
3
dpia
4
=
512pia4ρSmax
225nHm2Hv
3
d
' 2.4× 104
(
a4−6
v32
)(
Smax,9
n1ρˆ
)
yr . (77)
The above equation implies that nanoparticles of a ∼ 1 nm moving at vd ∼ 100 km s−1 are disrupted
in tdisr ∼ 2 yr, while the grain rotation is damped in τH ∼ 50 yr by gas collisions or in τed ∼ 20 yr by
electric dipole emission.
We note that METD only occurs when the required time is shorter than the rotational damping time.
Let adisr be the grain disruption size as determined by τdisr = τH. Thus, comparing Equations (77) and
(71), one obtains:
adisr =
(
25mHv2d
128piSmax
)1/3
' 5.5S−1/3max,9
( vd
300km s−1
)2/3
nm, (78)
which implies that very small grains (a < 5 nm) moving at vd ∼ 300km s−1 are disrupted by centrifugal
stress, assuming strong grains of Smax ∼ 109 erg cm−3. The rotation of larger grains (i.e., a > adisr) is
damped by gas collisions before reaching the critical threshold.
For a given grain size, the critical speed required for rotational disruption is given by the condition of
τdisr . τH, which yields
vd &
(
128pia3Smax
45mH
)1/2
' 733a3/2−6 S1/2max,9 km s−1. (79)
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or the dimensionless parameter:
sd &
(
64pia3Smax
45kTgas
)1/2
' 565a3/2−6 T−1/22 S1/2max,9. (80)
The above equations indicate that the velocity required for METD decreases rapidly with decreasing
grain size and with tensile strength. Smallest nanoparticles of sizes a ∼ 1 nm only require vd ∼ 23 km s−1
while small grains of a ∼ 0.01 µm require much higher velocities for rotational disruption, assuming
Smax . 109 erg cm−3.
The rotation of nanoparticles experiences damping and excitation by various interaction processes,
including ion collisions, plasma drag, and infrared emission (see Draine and Lazarian [57]; Hoang et al.
[58]). A detailed analysis of the different damping processes for grains in magnetized shocks is presented
in Hoang and Tram [41] and Tram and Hoang [42].
5.1.2. Slowing-down time by gas drag force
For hypersonic grains, the main gas drag arises from direct collisions with gas atoms, and the Coulomb
drag force is subdominant (Draine and Salpeter [88]). Assuming the sticky collisions of atoms followed by
their thermal evaporation, the decrease in the grain momentum is equal to the momentum transferred to
the grain in the opposite direction:
Fdrag ≡ dPdt = mHvd × nHvdpia
2. (81)
The gas drag time is given by
τdrag =
mgrvd
dP/dt
=
4ρa
3nHmHvd
' 763
(
ρˆa−6
n1v2
)
yr. (82)
Comparing Equations (82) with (77) one can see that the disruption occurs much faster than the drag
time for v > 100 km s−1 and small grains of a < 0.01 µm.
5.2. High-energy regime
The penetration depth of impinging protons is approximately equal to (Draine and Salpeter [88]):
RH(E) '
(
0.01
ρˆ
)(
E
1 keV
)
µm ' 0.008
(
v22
ρˆ
)
µm, (83)
which reveals that for high-velocity collisions, impinging particles can pass through the grain because
RH > 2a. As a result, they only transfer part of their momentum to the grain. We will first find the fraction
of ion momentum transferred to the grain and quantify the efficiency of METD.
For interstellar grains with a < 1 µm and energetic ions, we have ∆E p2/2m, Hoang [26] derived
δp =
2mpδE
2p2 −mδE ≈ p
(
δE
2E
)
= p fp(E, a), (84)
where ∆E is the energy loss passing the grain, and fp(E, a) = δE/(2E) is the fraction of the ion energy
transferred to the grain which is a function of E and a.
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Let dE/dx = nS(E) where S(E) be the stopping cross-section of the impinging ion of kinetic energy
E in the dust grain of atomic density n (Sigmund [89]). The energy loss of the ion due to the passage of the
grain is given by
δE =
4a
3
nS(E), (85)
where the grain is approximated as slab of thickness 4a/3. Thus,
fp =
2a
3E
nS(E), (86)
and fp(E, a) = 1 for sticking collisions.
Following Equation (66), the impulsive angular momentum from a collision is then given by
(δJ)2 =
a2
2
(δp)2 =
a2 p2
2
fp(E, a)2. (87)
which yields the average value
〈(δJ)2〉 = a
2 p2
2
fp(E, a)2. (88)
Following the similar procedure as in Section 3.5, one obtain
〈 (∆J)
2
∆t
〉 = 〈 (∆J)
2
∆t
〉S f 2p , (89)
where S denotes sticking collisions considered in the previous subsection, and 〈 (∆J)2∆t 〉S is given by Equation
(67).
The increase of the grain angular velocity is given by
ω2rms =
(∆J)2/∆t
I2
× t =
(
nHm2Hv
3pia4
2I2
)
f 2p × t. (90)
If the incident ion passes through the grain, the grain rotational damping by gas collisions is not
important, and the damping by electric dipole emission takes over. Since τed is rather long for nanoparticles
of a > 1 nm (see Hoang et al. [58]), the grain angular velocity continues to increase to the critical limit, i.e.,
at ωdisr, i.e., the disruption occurs, in disruption time equal to
τdisr =
(
2I2ω2disr
nHm2Hv
3pia4
)
1
f 2p
= τdisr,S
(
1
f 2p
)
, (91)
where τdisr,S is the disruption time for sticky collisions given by Equation (77). The rate of rotational
disruption is decreased rapidly with E when fp < 1. In the above analysis, we assumed a slab model to
calculate the fraction of the momentum transfer (see Hoang and Lee [43] for details).1
1 Equations (30) and (31) in Hoang and Lee [43] missed a factor mH and I/mH, respectively, but the final formulae are correct.
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For grain velocity below the Bohr velocity of v0 = e2/h¯ ≈ c/137 ≈ 2189 km s−1, nuclear interactions
dominate, and the stopping cross-section in units of erg cm2 is given by (Sigmund [89])
Sn(E) = 4.2piaZ1Z2e2
M1
(M1 + M2)
sn(e12), (92)
where Mi and Zi are the atomic masses and numbers charge of the projectile (i = 1) and target (i = 2)
atom, and a is the screen length for the nuclei-nuclei interaction potential given by
a ' 0.885a0(Z2/31 + Z2/32 )−1/2, a0 = 0.529, (93)
and
e12 =
(
M2E
M1 + M2
)(
a
Z1Z2e2
)
. (94)
We adopt the approximate function of sn as in Tielens et al. [12]:
sn =
3.441
√
e12 ln(e12 + 2.718)
1+ 6.35
√
e12 + e12(−1.708+ 6.882√e12) . (95)
For grain velocities above v0, electronic interactions dominate, and the stopping power can be
approximated as
nSe(E) ≈ 2nSm(E/Em)
η
1+ (E/Em)
, (96)
where η is the slope, Em = 100 keV and Sm is the stopping power at E = Em. For graphite, we find that
η = 0.2 and nSm = 1.8× 106 keV/cm. For quartz material, η = 0.25 and nSm = 1.3× 106 keV/cm.
Drag force in the high-velocity regime is given by (see also Hoang [26])
Fdrag = Rcollδp = nHpia2mHv2d
(
1
2 fp
)
. (97)
For high-energy regime, the drag force is found to decrease with the velocity instead of increasing as in the
classical low-energy regime (Hoang [26]).
The drag time is equal to
τdrag =
mgrvd
Fdrag
= τdrag,S
(
1
2 fp
)
, (98)
where τdrag,S is given by Equation (82).
5.3. Grain disruption sizes vs. grain velocity
To obtain grain disruption size adisr for arbitrary velocities vd, we first calculate τdisr for a range of
grain sizes and compare with rotational damping time τH. Figure 11 (left panel) shows the values of
adisr as a function of grain velocity for various tensile strength. The disruption size adisr increases with
increasing vd and then decreases due to the decrease of ion momentum transfer to the grain ( fp < 1).
Figure 11 (right panel) shows the variation of adisr,sp with vd. Shaded areas mark the parameter space
(vd, a) in which METD is faster than nonthermal sputtering. For weak grains (e.g., of fluffy structure) with
Smax ∼ 107 erg cm−3, grains of a ∼ 0.02 µm can be disrupted for vd < 600 km s−1. For very strong grains
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Figure 11. Grain disruption size vs. grain velocity assuming the different tensile strength of grain material.
The solid lines mark the boundary between rotational disruption and damping (τdisr = τH) and τdisr = τsp
(right panel). Shaded areas mark the parameter space where rotational disruption (METD) is faster than
rotational damping (left panel) and nonthermal sputtering (right panel). From Hoang and Lee [43].
of ideal structures with Smax ∼ 109 erg cm−3, very small grains of a ∼ 0.004 µm can be rotational disrupted
for vd < 250 km s−1. Nonthermal sputtering dominates the destruction of large grains (i.e., a > 0.1 µm) or
at high velocities of vd > 1000 km s−1.
6. Effects of Rotational Disruption on Dust Extinction, Emission, and Polarization
The RATD and METD processes affects the grain size distribution that determines the observable
properties of astrophysical dust, including extinction, thermal emission, and polarization. Nanoparticles
produced by RATD emit microwave emission via spinning dust mechanism. Below, we will present
modeling of the dust extinction and polarization for grains in the ISM with various radiation strength U.
6.1. Grain size distribution from RATD
Grain size distribution is a fundamental parameter of dust. For the diffuse ISM, significant efforts
have been made to infer the reliable size distribution (e.g., Mathis et al. [90]; Weingartner and Draine [91]).
The most popular dust model consists of two separate populations of amorphous silicate grains and
carbonaceous (graphite) grains (see Weingartner and Draine [91]; Draine and Li [92]. For both populations,
the grain size distribution is usually described by a power-law (Mathis et al. [90], hereafter MRN):
1
nH
dnj
da
= Cja−η , (99)
where dnj is the number density of grains of material j = sil or gra between a, a + da, nH is the number
density of hydrogen, and η = 3.5, and the lower and upper cutoff are amin=10Å and amax = 0.25 µm.
We take constant Cj from Weingartner and Draine [91] for MRN size distribution as follows: Csil =
10−25.11cm2.5 and Cgra = 10−25.13cm2.5.
The MRN size distribution is widely used for describing dust in our galaxy. We can plausibly assume
that the standard MRN size distribution is suitable for the standard ISRF with radiation strength U = 1.
Toward a stronger radiation field (U > 1), the RATD effect changes the upper cutoff of the original size
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distribution and the abundance of small grains vs. large grains. The new size distribution of grains should
depend on the internal structure of grains.
To describe the size distribution in the presence of RATD, we can adopt the power law as in Equation
(99), but with the different model parameters that are constrained by the constant dust-to-mass ratio. In
general, the RATD effect disrupts large grains of size a = [adisr − adisr,max] into smaller ones. In the diffuse
ISM, large grains above 1 µm are not expected, thus, the RATD mechanism determines the upper limit of
the grain size distribution of the ISM because adisr,max > 1 µm. Therefore, we set amax = adisr.
To account for the RATD effect, we fix the constant C and change the slope η. Such a new slope η is
determined by the dust mass conservation as given by:∫ adisr
amin
a3aηda =
∫ amax,MRN
amin
a3a−3.5da, (100)
which yields
a4+ηdisr − a
4+η
min
4+ η
=
a0.5max,MRN − a0.5min
0.5
. (101)
We obtain η by numerically solving the above equation (see Giang et al. [93] for more details).
6.2. Dust extinction and starlight polarization
The radiation intensity of starlight is reduced mainly due to the absorption and scattering (i.e.,
extinction) of dust along the line of sight. The extinction efficiency of light by a dust grain is defined
by Qext = Cext/(pia2) where Cext is the extinction cross-section. We use a mixed-dust model comprising
silicate and graphite materials (Weingartner and Draine [91]; Draine et al. [94]) and take Cext calculated for
oblate spheroidal grains of axial ratio a/b = 2 from Hoang et al. [95].
The extinction of stellar light at wavelength λ in magnitude per H atom is given by (see e.g., Hoang
et al. [95]):
A(λ)
NH
= ∑
j=sil,gra
1.086
adisr∫
amin
Cjext(a)
(
1
nH
dnj
da
)
da, (102)
where NH =
∫
nHdz = nHL with L the path length is the column density, dnj/da is the grain size
distribution of dust component j.
Starlight is polarized due to extinction by aligned dust grains (Hall [96]; Hiltner [97]). We assume
that only silicate grains can be aligned with the magnetic field, whereas graphite grains are not efficiently
aligned (Chiar et al. [98]; see Hoang and Lazarian [99] for a theoretical explanation).2 For the magnetic
field in the plane of the sky, the degree of starlight polarization per H atom due to aligned grains in % is
given by (Hoang [23]):
2 Although carbonaceous grains are expected to be aligned via k-RAT mechanism (see Lazarian and Hoang [100]), their degree of
alignment is not yet quantified, in contrast to silicate grains that have the alignment degree quantified in Hoang and Lazarian
[99] using numerical simulations.
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Figure 12. Polarization spectrum due to extinction of starlight by dust grains aligned with axial ratio
r = 1/3 by RATs for the diffuse media with various radiation field strengths for two cases without RATD
and with RATD. A tensile strength Smax = 107 erg cm−3 is considered. From Lee et al. [101].
Pext(λ)
NH
= 100
adisr∫
aalign
1
2
Cpol(a) falign(a)
(
1
nH
dn
da
)
da, (103)
where Cpol = Qpolpia2 is the polarization cross-section with Qpol the polarization efficiency, and falign(a)
is the alignment function describing the grain-size dependence of the grain alignment degree. For our
modeling, we consider the oblate grain shape and take data of Qpol computed by Hoang et al. [95].
The alignment function can be modeled by the following function:
falign(a) = 1− exp
−( 0.5a
aalign
)3 , (104)
which yields the perfect alignment falign(a) = 1 for large grains of a aalign and adequately approximates
the numerical results from Hoang and Lazarian [99] as well as results from inverse modeling of starlight
polarization (Hoang and Lazarian [56]; Hoang [23]).
Figure 12 (left panel) shows that the polarization spectrum with r = 1/3 in the diffuse media peaks at
λmax ∼ 0.48µm when RATD is not taken into account. The polarization at U = 1 reflects the polarization
spectrum from the typical interstellar radiation field. As the radiation field strength increases, λmax moves
to shorter wavelengths because of the enhancement of small grains. Figure 12 (right panel) shows the
results obtained when RATD is taken into account. The optical-NIR polarization decreases but the UV
polarization increases with increasing U due to the conversion of largest grains into smaller ones. As a
result, the width of the polarization spectrum becomes narrower as the radiation field strength increases.
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Figure 13. Polarization spectrum of thermal emission from aligned grains by RATs with axial ratio r = 1/3
in the diffuse medium with various radiation field strengths, assuming no grain disruption (left panel) and
with disruption by RATD (right panel). The tensile strength Smax = 107 erg cm−3 is considered. From Lee
et al. [101].
6.3. Thermal emission and polarized emission
Dust grains heated by starlight re-emit thermal radiation in infrared. For the optically thin regime,
the total emission intensity and polarized intensity are respectively given by (Draine and Fraisse [71]):
Iem(λ)
NH
= ∑
j=sil,car
∫ adisr
amin
Qabspia2
∫
dTBλ(T)
dP(T)
dT
1
nH
dnj
da
da,
Ipol(λ)
NH
=
∫ adisr
amin
falign(a)Qpolpia2
∫
dTBλ(T)
dP(T)
dT
1
nH
dnsil
da
da,
(105)
where dP/dT is the temperature distribution function which depends on the grain size and radiation
strength U, and Bλ(T) is the Planck function as given by
Bλ(T) =
2hc2
λ5
1
ehc/(kTλ) − 1 . (106)
Above, we disregard the minor effect of grain alignment on the thermal emission, which is considered in
Draine and Fraisse [71].
The polarization degree of thermal emission is then given by
Pem(λ) = 100×
( Ipol
Iem
)
. (107)
Figure 13 shows the polarization spectrum of thermal emission from dust grains aligned by RATs
in the absence of RATD (left panel) and presence of RATD (right panel) for prolate grains of axial ratio
r = 1/3, assuming the tensile strength Smax = 107 erg cm−3. In the absence of RATD (left panel), the
maximum polarization increases with increasing the radiation strength U as a result of enhanced alignment
of small grains. The peak wavelength (λmax) of the polarization spectrum moves toward short wavelengths
as U increases, but their spectral profiles remain similar. When the RATD mechanism is taken into account,
the polarization degree for U & 1 is essentially lower than the case without RATD due to the removal of
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large grains by RATD. Moreover, the peak polarization degree decreases as the radiation strength increases
from U = 0.1 to U = 1.0.
6.4. Microwave emission from spinning nanoparticles
Nanoparticles rapidly spinning are suggested to emit microwave emission. We first describe the
spinning dust model which will be used in Section 7 to model microwave emission spectrum in the AGB
and magnetized shocks where the RATD and METD are considered.
The rotational emission mechanism is built upon the assumption that nanoparticles own non-zero
electric dipole moments. PAH molecules can acquire intrinsic dipole moments due to polar bonds (see
Draine and Lazarian [57]). The attachment of SiO and SiC molecules to the grain surface gives rise to
the electric dipole moment for nanosilicates (Hoang et al. [87]). Let N be the total number of atoms in a
spherical nanoparticle of radius a. Assuming PAHs with a typical structure C:H=3 : 1 having mean mass
per atom m ≈ 9.25 amu, one obtains N = 545a3−7 for the mass density ρ = 2 g cm−3 (Draine and Lazarian
[57]). Assuming nanosilicates with structure SiO4Mg1.1Fe0.9 having m = 24.15 amu, one has N = 418a3−7
for ρ = 4 g cm−3 (Hoang et al. [87]).
Let β be the dipole moment per atom in the grain. Assuming that dipoles have a random orientation
distribution, the intrinsic dipole moment of the grain can be estimated using the random walk formula:
µ2 = Nβ2 ' 86.5(β/0.4 D)2a3−7 D2, (108)
for PAHs, and µ2 ' 66.8(β/0.4 D)2a3−7 D2 for nanosilicates Hoang et al. [87]. The power emitted by a
rotating dipole moment µ at angular velocity ω is given by the Larmor formula:
P(ω, µ) =
2
3
ω4µ2 sin2 θ
c3
, (109)
where θ is the angle between ω and µ. Assuming an uniform distribution of the dipole orientation, θ, then,
sin2 θ is replaced by 〈sin2 θ〉 = 2/3.
In dense regions where gas-grain collisions dominate rotation dynamics of nanoparticles (e.g., in
shocked regions), the grain angular velocity can be appropriately described by the Maxwellian distribution:
fMW(ω, Trot) =
4pi
(2pi)3/2
I3/2ω2
(kTrot)3/2
exp
(
− Iω
2
2kTrot
)
, (110)
where I is the moment of inertia of the spherical nanoparticle of mass density ρ, and Trot is the grain
rotational temperature (see Draine and Lazarian [57]).
The size distribution of nanoparticles is usually described by a log-normal size distribution (Li and
Draine [102]):
1
nH
dnj
da
=
Bj
a
exp
−0.5 [ log(a/a0,j)
σj
]2 , (111)
where j = PAH, sil corresponds to PAHs and nanosilicate composition, a0,j and σj are the model
parameters, and Bj is a constant determined by
Bj =
3
(2pi)3/2
exp(−4.5σ2j )
ρσa30,j
(
mXbX
1+ erf[3σ/
√
2+ ln(a0/amin)/σ
√
2
)
, (112)
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where mX is the grain mass per atom X, bX = XHYX with YX being the fraction of X abundance contained
in very small sizes and XH being the solar abundance of element X. In our studies, X =C for PAHs and
X =Si for nanosilicates. In addition, mX = mC for PAHs, and mX = m(SiO4Mg1.1Fe0.9) for nanosilicates
of the adopted composition.
The peak of the mass distribution a3dnj/d ln a occurs at ap = a0,je
3σ2j . Three parameters determine
the size distribution of nanoparticles, including a0,j, σj, YX .
The effect of METD completely removes nanoparticles smaller than adisr, shifting the lower cutoff
amin to adisr. On the other hand, the effect of RATD enhances the abundance of nanoparticles. So, the
total size distribution of nanoparticles include the log-normal form and the power-law term adjusted by
RATD (see Tram et al. [103]). Note that the power-law size distribution for nanoparticles is also explored
in Hensley and Draine [104].
Let jaν(µ, Trot) be the emissivity from a spinning nanoparticle of size a where Trot depends on local
conditions. Thus, one has
jaν(µ, Trot) =
1
4pi
P(ω, µ)pdf(ν|ω) = 1
4pi
P(ω, µ)2pi fMW(ω), (113)
where pd f (ν|ω) is the probability that the nanoparticle rotating at ω emits photons at observed frequency
ν, and the relation ω = 2piν is assumed.
Here we disregarded the effect of grain wobbling (Hoang et al. [58]) and assume that nanoparticles are
rotating along one axis as in Draine and Lazarian [57]. This assumption is likely appropriate for shocked
regions because suprathermal rotation (Trot & Tgas  Td) due to supersonic neutral drift is expected to
induce rapid alignment of the axis of maximum inertia moment with the angular momentum (i.e., internal
alignment, Purcell [35]).
The rotational emissivity per H nucleon is obtained by integrating over the grain size distribution
(see Hoang et al. [59]):
jν(µ, Trot)
nH
=
∫ amax
amin
jaν(µ, Trot)
1
nH
dn
da
da, (114)
where dn/da = dnPAH,sil/da for spinning PAHs and nanosilicates, respectively.
7. Applications of RATD in Astrophysics
The rotational disruption and desorption mechanisms induced by RATs that rely on dust-radiation
interaction are effective in various environments with considerable radiation fields. Figure 14 shows the
selected environments for rotational disruption and desorption. Below, we will review the most important
applications of these mechanisms for several astrophysical environments.
7.1. Effect of RATD on dust evolution in the interstellar medium
The RATD has been used for studying the evolution of the grain size distribution of interstellar dust
in our galaxy (Hoang [34]), star-burst galaxies, and high-redshift galaxies (Hirashita and Hoang [105]).
Hoang [34] introduced a dynamical constraint for dust models using the RATD mechanism for the
diffuse ISM. To characterize the various radiation fields, we consider the different values of the radiation
strength U, assuming the same radiation spectrum, i.e., λ¯. Figure 15 shows the grain disruption by RATD
for the various physical parameters nH, U. The rapid disruption by RATD compared to other destruction
mechanisms (see Table 4) establishes the upper cut-off of the grain size distribution. For the Galaxy,
the RATD successfully reproduces the upper limit of amax ∼ 0.25µm constrained by observations for a
composite structure model of large grains.
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Figure 14. Illustration of astrophysical environments where rotational disruption and desorption of dust
and ice due to radiative torques are most important thanks to strong radiation fields. The interstellar
medium of our galaxy and other galaxies is not shown here, but RATD is also important, especially for
starburst and high-z galaxies.
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Figure 15. Disruption grain size as a function of the radiation strength for a composite grain model with
porosity P = 0.2 and different particle radius ap for the different gas density nH, and we set adisr = 1.0 µm
in case of no disruption. The particle radius and its corresponding tensile strength are shown. From Hoang
[34].
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Figure 16. Evolution of grain size distribution (left panel) and extinction curve (right panel) for the starburst
model. The solid, dotted, dashed, dot–dashed, and triple-dot–dashed lines show the grain size distributions
at t = 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 Gyr, respectively. The thin dotted line shows the MRN slope. We adopt a
typical value Smax = 107 erg cm−3 and fix U = 1000. In the right panel, crossed and squared symbols show
the MW and SMC extinction curves. From Hirashita and Hoang [105].
The effect of RATD on dust evolution in galaxies is carried out in Hirashita and Hoang [105] where
the authors model the grain size distribution for the different ages of the universe. For the typical starburst
model, we examine U = 1000 (corresponding to Td ∼ 60 K) for an extreme ISRF environment actually
observed in starburst galaxies (Zavala et al. [e.g. 106], Lim et al. [e.g. 107]).
Figure 16 (left panel) shows the resulting grain size distributions. Since the evolutionary time-scale is
short, we show t = 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 Gyr. Small grains are abundant already at t < 0.1 Gyr because
rotational disruption supplies small grains.
Figure 16 (right panel) shows the extinction curves corresponding to the above grain size distributions
for the starburst models. We observe that the extinction curves stay steep for Smax = 107 erg cm−3 because
of the small maximum grain radius (adisr). A significant steepening of the extinction curve is seen even
at t < 0.1 Gyr because of the efficient small-grain production by rotational disruption. It is interesting
to point out that the extinction curves are similar to the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) extinction curve
at young ages. The extinction curves become flatter at later stages because of coagulation. Therefore, in
starburst galaxies, the small-grain production by rotational disruption could put a significant imprint on
the extinction curves, especially at young ages.
For some starburst galaxies, attenuation curves, which include all the radiation transfer effects, are
obtained instead of extinction curves (Calzetti [e.g. 108]). The effects of dust distribution geometry and
of stellar-age-dependent extinction make the attenuation curve significantly different from the original
extinction curve (Witt and Gordon [e.g. 109], Inoue [e.g. 110], Seon and Draine [e.g. 111]). Therefore, the
fact that the extinction curves derived in this paper are different from the so-called Calzetti attenuation
curve is not a contradiction.
The evolution of grain temperature (radiation strength U) with redshift is still being debated. While
there have been some observational evidence that the dust temperature tends to be higher in higher
redshift galaxies (Zavala et al. [106], Symeonidis et al. [112], Bethermin et al. [113], Schreiber et al. [114]),
the trend could be driven by an observational bias (Lim et al. [107]). Zavala et al. [106] derived the best-fit
Td ∼ 12(z + 1) + 11 K, which corresponds to U ∼ (T/16.5)6 ∼ 0.15(z + 2)6. Thus, for z ∼ 3, one already
has U ∼ 2300.
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At z & 5, Lyman break galaxies (LBGs) and Lyman α emitters have dust temperatures typically higher
than ∼ 35 K, and some could have dust temperatures as high as & 70 K (Hirashita et al. [e.g. 115], Bakx
et al. [e.g. 116]). Ferrara et al. [117] also theoretically suggested that the dust temperature in the diffuse
ISM of high-redshift LBGs could be as high as 35–60 K. These dust temperatures correspond to U ∼ a few
tens to a few thousands. There are also some extreme populations of galaxies whose dust temperatures
even reach ∼ 90 K (Toba et al. [118]). This indicates that rotational disruption could have a significant
imprint on the grain size distributions and the extinction curves in high-redshift galaxies.
7.2. Constraining grain internal structures with observations
One of the least known properties of interstellar dust is its internal structure, which determines the
grain tensile strength. Using the RATD, Lee et al. [101] modeled the polarization by aligned grains for
various tensile strengths and grain temperatures (radiation strength). Since RATD is most efficient for the
largest grains, which dominate the polarized emission in submm/far-IR, it is appropriate to consider how
the submm polarization changes with U and Smax. The obtained results are shown in Figure 17.
In the absence of grain disruption by RATD, the polarization at 850 µm, denoted by P850, increases
monotonically with the radiation intensity (i.e., grain temperature) over the considered range of U. The
absence of RATD is equivalent to the situation where grains are made of ideal material without impurity
such that the tensile strength is as high as Smax ∼ 1011 erg cm−3 (e.g., diamonds). However, when the RATD
effect is taken into account for grains made of weaker material (Smax . 109 erg cm−3), the polarization
degree P850 first increases from a low value of U and then decreases when U becomes sufficiently large.
The critical value U at the turning point is determined by the value Smax and local gas density nH that
controls the grain disruption size adisr according to RATD.
Guillet et al. [119] performed a detailed analysis of the variation of P850 with the radiation field using
Planck data and discovered that P850 first increases with increasing grain temperature from Td ∼ 16− 19 K
and then drops as the dust temperature increases to Td & 19 K. Such an unusual P850 − Td relationship
cannot be reproduced if large grains are not disrupted (i.e., RATD is not taken into account), as shown in
Figure 17. However, the observed trend is, in general, consistent with our model with RATD for grains
with a tensile strength of Smax . 109 erg cm−3. This range of tensile strength favors a composite internal
structure of grains over the compact one.
7.3. Effect of RATD on Colors and Light-curves of Cosmic Transients
Absorption and scattering by foreground dust control the color and light-curves of astrophysical
transients (i.e., novae, supernovae, GRBs, kilonovae). In light of the RATD effect, dust properties are
rapidly changed under intense radiation of transients, which are essential for the time-domain astronomy
era. In this subsection, we apply the RATD to model time-varying extinction, color, and polarization of
astrophysical transients. We will focus on Type Ia Supernova and GRB afterglows.
7.3.1. Type Ia Supernovae
Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) have widely been used as standard candles to measure the expansion
of the universe due to their stable intrinsic luminosity (Riess et al. [120]). To achieve the most precise
constraints on cosmological parameters, the effect of dust extinction on the SNe Ia’s intrinsic light curve
must be accurately characterized. Optical to near-infrared photometric observations of SNe Ia during
the early phase (i.e., within a few weeks after maximum brightness) reveal unusual properties of dust
extinction, with unprecedented low values of RV . 2 (refs Burns et al. [19], Nobili and Goobar [121]),
much lower than the standard Milky Way value of RV ∼ 3.1 (ref. Draine [1]). Moreover, polarimetric
observations also report unusually low wavelengths of the maximum polarization (λmax < 0.4 µm) for
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Figure 17. Polarization degree at 850µm as a function of the radiation strength (U) or grain temperature
(Td, top horizontal axis) for two cases, without RATD (solid lines) and with RATD (dashed lines), assuming
the different tensile strength of grains in the diffuse ISM (left panel) and MC (right panel). Grains with
axial ratio of r = 1/3 are considered. From Lee et al. [101].
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Figure 18. Left panel: disruption sizes vs. time for dust grains at different distances. Middle panel:
extinction curves evaluated at different times for Smax = 107 erg cm−3, assuming the dust cloud at 1 pc
from SNe Ia. Optical-NIR extinction decreases while UV extinction increases over time due to RATD. Right
panel: variation of A(λ, t)/A(λ, 0) from FUV-R bands with time. Vertical lines mark the disruption time of
graphite which occurs earlier than silicates. The ratio is constant initially and starts to vary with time when
RATD begins at tdisr. After the disruption ceases, the ratio is constant again. From Giang et al. [93].
several SNe Ia (Kawabata et al. [122], Patat et al. [123]). Numerical modeling of dust extinction (Nozawa
[22]) and polarization curves (Hoang [23]) toward individual SNe Ia demonstrate that the anomalous
values of RV and λmax can be reproduced by the enhancement in the relative abundance of small grains to
large grains in the host galaxy. The RATD mechanism could resolve this puzzle, as proposed by Hoang
et al. [33].
Using the RATD theory, Giang et al. [93] performed modeling of time-varying disruption, extinction,
and polarization. Figure 18 shows our results for dust grains having a maximum tensile strength Smax =
107 erg cm−3. The disruption occurs on a short time of tens of days for dust clouds located within pc (left
panel). Figure 18 (middle panel) shows the extinction curves (see Section 6.2) evaluated at different times
for dust grains located at distance d = 1 pc from the source. The extinction curve at t = 5 days (red dashed
line) is the same as the extinction at t = 1 days because t < tdisr (see Eq. 47). For t > tdisr ∼ 10 days, the
optical-NIR extinction decreases rapidly with time due to the removal of large grains by RATD. On the
other hand, the UV extinction is increased due to the enhancement in the abundance of small grains by
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Figure 19. Time variation of RV (left panel) and E(B−V) (right panel) for different cloud distances and
Smax = 107 erg cm−3. Both E(B− V) and RV begin to change when grain disruption starts at t ∼ tdisr
(marked by vertical dotted lines). RV decreases rapidly from their original values from t = tdisr to 40 days
and then almost saturates when RATD ceases. From Giang et al. [93].
RATD. The extinction at λ > 7 µm is essentially unchanged because of the wavelength is much larger than
the grain radius, i.e., λ (2pia).
Figure 18 (right panel) shows the time-dependence of the ratio A(λ, t)/A(λ, 0) for the different
photometric bands (FUV to R bands) and various cloud distances. Here we choose λ = 0.15 µm for the
far-UV band (FUV), λ = 0.25 µm for the mid-UV band (MUV) and λ = 0.3 µm for the near-UV band
(NUV). As shown, the ratio A(λ, t)/A(λ, 0) is constant during the initial stage of t < tdisr before grain
disruption, and it starts to rapidly change when RATD begins at tdisr.
From A(λ, t), we can calculate the color excess E(B− V) = AB −AV and RV = AV/E(B− V) to
understand how these quantities vary with time due to RATD. Figure 19 (left panel) shows the variation
of RV with time. The value RV starts to rapidly decrease from the initial standard value of RV = 3.1
to RV ∼ 1− 1.5 after less than 40 days. The moment where RV starts to decline is similar to the grain
disruption time tdisr. The time required to decrease RV from its original value is shorter for grains closer
to the source, and the terminal value of RV is also smaller. Figure 19 (right panel) shows the variation of
E(B−V, t)/E(B−V, 0) with time for the different cloud distances. For a given cloud distance, the color
excess remains constant until grain disruption begins at t ∼ tdisr. Subsequently, the ratio increases rapidly
and then decreases to a saturated level when RATD ceases.
Figure 20 (left panel) shows the polarization curve produced by aligned grains with the magnetic
field (see Section 6.2) computed at different times for a dust cloud at 1 pc, assuming Smax = 107 erg cm−3.
At t . 1 days, dust grains are aligned by the average diffuse interstellar radiation, so the maximum
polarization occurs at λmax ∼ 0.55 µm. After that, SNe radiation dominates and makes smaller grains
to be aligned. As a result, the UV polarization is increased rapidly, and the peak wavelength of λmax
is decreased. The degree of optical-NIR polarization (λ > 0.5 µm) is slightly increased. After t ∼ 10
days, grain disruption by RATD begins, reducing the abundance of large grains. Therefore, the degree of
optical-NIR polarization decreases substantially, which results in a narrower polarization profile compared
to the original polarization curve.
Figure 20 (right panel) shows the temporal variation of P(λ, t)/P(λ, 0) from FUV to R bands for the
different cloud distances. During the initial stage, the ratio P(λ, t)/P(λ, 0) is constant, however, this stage
is rather short, between 1− 5 days, corresponding to the alignment timescale talign (see also Hoang [23]).
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Figure 20. Left panel: polarization curves evaluated at different times for a dust cloud at 1 pc, assuming
Smax = 107 erg cm−3 (upper panel) and Smax = 108 erg cm−3 (lower panel). Enhanced alignment of small
grains induces the blueshift of the peak wavelength. The RATD effect reduces polarization at λ > 0.3 µm,
and the efficiency is weaker for higher Smax. Polarization curves evaluated at t = 20 days for different
cloud distances, assuming Smax = 107 erg cm−3. Right panel: Ratio P(λ, t)/P(λ, 0) vs. time from FUV to V
band for different cloud distances assuming Smax = 107 erg cm−3. Optical/NIR polarization degree first
increases due to enhanced alignment by RATs and then declines when grain disruption by RATD starts.
Dotted vertical lines mark alignment time (talign) and disruption time (tdisr) of silicate grains. From Giang
et al. [93].
After that, the polarization degree increases gradually, and this rising period continues until t ∼ 5− 30
days when RATD begins (i.e., at t = tdisr) for d = 0.5− 3 pc. After that, the polarization degree declines
rapidly and achieves a saturated level when RATD ceases, which occurs after t ∼ 20 days for d = 0.5 pc,
40 days for d = 1 pc, respectively. In summary, due to RAT alignment and RATD, the polarization degree
increases from talign to tdisr, and it decreases rapidly at t > tdisr.
Figure 21 compares our modeling results for K− λmax and K− RV with observational data where
K,λmax are two parameters present in the Serkowski law (Serkowski et al. [124]):
PSerk(λ) = Pmax exp
[
−K ln2
(
λmax
λ
)]
, (115)
where Pmax is the maximum degree of polarization, λmax is the wavelength at the peak wavelength, and
K is a parameter (Wilking et al. [125]; Whittet et al. [126]). Here, the model parameters K and λmax are
obtained by fitting the Serkowski law (Equation 115) to the polarization curve calculated by Equation
(103).
The left panel of Figure 21 shows the peak wavelength λmax and the parameter K for several values of
the grain disruption size from adisr = 0.2 µm to 0.05 µm. For each value adisr, the alignment size is varied
from aalign = 0.05 µm to 0.002 ¯m to account for the effect of enhanced alignment by SNe light for more
details). We see that, for a given adisr, K decreases rapidly with decreasing λmax due to the decrease of
aalign. Moreover, for a given aalign, λmax tends to decrease with decreasing adisr. In particular, we see that
the high K values of SNe Ia could be reproduced by our models with RATD with different adisr. The right
panel of Figure 21 shows the variation of K− RV where a decrease of K with RV is observed. The model is
in good agreement with observational data.
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Figure 21. Left panel: relationship between K and λmax predicted by our model for different disruption
sizes and alignment size. The black line is the standard K− λmax relationship. Right panel: K vs. RV from
our models compared with observational data for SNe Ia. Symbols show observational data for SNe Ia
presented (red symbols) and normal stars in our galaxy (blue symbols). From Giang et al. [93].
7.3.2. GRB afterglows
GRBs are thought to explode in dusty clouds. Thus, their intense radiation fields are expected to
have a dramatic impact on the surrounding dust, which in turn affects the color and light-curves of the
GRB afterglow. In Hoang et al. [127], we model the effect of RATD on the extinction, polarization, and
light-curves of GRB afterglows.
Figure 22 (left panel) shows the grain disruption size due to the RATD effect as a function of time
for the different cloud distance, assuming Smax = 107 erg cm−3 and t0 = 10 s. For a given cloud, the
grain disruption size decreases with time due to the increase of RATD. Figure 22 (right panel) shows
the variation of the extinction in the different bands with time. When the RATD begins, the optical-IR
extinction decreases rapidly, whereas the UV extinction increases then decreases due to the decrease of
grain sizes via RATD.
Figure 23 shows the time-variation of the color and RV assuming that the dust cloud is located at
different distances from the source. The value RV is found to decrease gradually due to RATD that removes
large grains over time.
The application of RATD for studying evolution of dust and ice in comets (a different kind of
transients) is recently explored in Hoang and Tung [128]. We find that large aggregate grains rapidly
disrupt into small fragments, resulting in the change of dust properties within the cometary coma.
7.4. Circumstellar envelopes of AGB stars
In Tram et al. [103], we apply the RATD and METD mechanisms to study dust evolution in the
envelope of AGB stars. Subject to a strong radiation field from the central star, large grains formed in
dense clumps are disrupted by RATD into smaller ones, including nanoparticles. At the same time, such
nanoparticles are moving outward by radiation pressure through the gas and are disrupted by stochastic
mechanical torques. Rapidly spinning nanoparticles produced by RATD produce strong microwave
emission, as shown in Section 6.4.
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Figure 22. Left panel: Variation of grain disruption size by RATD with time for the different cloud distance,
assuming Smax = 107 erg cm−3. RATD occurs earlier (see vertical lines) and adisr can achieve smaller values
for smaller t0. Right panel: Variation of the extinction in the different bands with time. From Hoang et al.
[127].
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Figure 23. Time variation of RV (left panel) and E(B−V) (right panel) and for different cloud distances
and Smax = 107 erg cm−3. Both E(B−V) and RV begin to change when grain disruption begin at t ∼ tdisr
(marked by vertical dotted lines). From Hoang et al. [127].
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Figure 24. Left panel: Disruption size of dust grains versus distance from the star in the circumstellar
envelope (CSE) of IRC +10216 (left panel) for the different tensile strengths (Smax). The initial maximum
grain size is chosen as 0.25µm. Right panel: Emission flux from spinning nanoparticles in CSEs around
C-rich star (IRC+10216, top). We adopt Md/g = 0.01, η = −3.5, β = 0.4 D, YC ∼ 0.05 (Draine and Li [92]),
and YSi = 0.2 (Hoang et al. [87]).
Figure 24 shows the disruption size of grains by RATD (left panel) in the AGB and its microwave
emission from spinning dust (right panel). The disruption size is smaller for weaker grain materials (i.e.,
lower Smax).
The early detection of cm-wave observations toward to the AGB stars, i.e., at 15 GHz (or 2 cm) and
20 GHz (or 1.5 cm) from IRC+10216 (Sahai et al. [130]), and at 8.4 GHz (or 3.57 cm) from 4 AGB stars
over 21 samples (Knapp et al. [131]) cannot be explained by thermal dust emission. Recently, Dehaes et al.
[129] presented the SED observations from a large sample of O-rich and C-rich AGB stars envelopes and
showed emission excess at cm wavelengths for many stars, including some post-AGB and supergiants
with circumstellar shells.
Tram et al. [103] attempt to fit the data with spinning dust. The authors vary three parameters Smax,
β and η while fixing other physical parameters until a best-fit model is achieved. In purpose of showing
the whole SED, we combine with the best model of the thermal dust emission provided by Dehaes et al.
[129], which were modeled by DUSTY code (Ivezic et al. [132]) with Md/g = 0.005. Figure 25 shows our
best-fit models to observational data for three C-rich (left panel) and three O-rich (right panel) stars with
the corresponding set of fit parameters in the caption. Apparently, thermal dust and spinning dust are
able to reproduce the mm-cm emission for both C-rich star (top panel, Figure 25) and O-rich stars (bottom
panel, Figure 25).
7.5. Rotational Disruption of Dust and Ice in Protoplanetary disks
The widespread presence of PAHs/nanoparticles in the surface layer of protoplanetary disks (PPDs)
around Herbig Ae/Be stars, even in the inner gap (e.g., Bouteraon et al. [133]) is difficult to explain because
PAHs/nanoparticles in the surface layer are expected to be destroyed by extreme UV photons and the X-ray
component of the star’s radiation spectrum (Siebenmorgen and Krügel [134]). To explain the observations
of PAHs in the disk, Siebenmorgen and Krügel [134] suggested that PAHs are transported from the disk
interior to the surface via turbulent mixing in the vertical direction, which requires the presence of PAHs in
the disk interior. This scenario is difficult to reconcile with the fact that PAHs are expected to be depleted
due to condensation into the ice mantle of dust grains in cold, dense clouds (Bernstein et al. [135]; Cuylle
et al. [136]; Cook et al. [137]).
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Figure 25. Comparison of spinning dust (solid lines, this work) and thermal dust (dashed lines, taken from
Dehaes et al. [129]) model to radio observational data from the literature (filled symbols). The solid lines
show that the spinning dust model can reproduce well the CSEs of both C-rich (upper panel) and O-rich
stars (lower panel). C-rich stars - Smax ≥ 1010 erg cm−3, β = 0.4 D: η = −3.7 (IRC +10216), η = −3.6
(IRC +20370) and η = −3.2 (V Hyα). O-rich stars - Smax ≥ 109 erg cm−3: β = 2.3 D, η = −5.0 (α Sco);
β = 1.6 D, η ∼ −4.4 (α Her); β = 1.2 D, η = −4.8 (WX Psc). Note: the dust-to-gas mass ratio is fixed as
Md/g = 0.005 as in Dehaes et al. [129]. The faint orange line likely indicates a higher dust-to-gas-mass ratio
of Md/g '0.01 in the case of α Sco.
In Tung and Hoang [138], we applied the RATD mechanism to study the evolution of ice by
radiation from young stars in protoplanetary disks (PPDs). We propose a top-down mechanism in
which PAHs/nanoparticles are produced from the disruption of dust grains when being transported from
the disk interior to the surface layers.
Figure 26 shows that large grains can be disrupted into nanoparticles in a vast area of the surface layer
by the RATD mechanism. Moreover, PAHs/nanoparticles frozen in the icy grain mantles can desorb from
the ice mantle via the ro-thermal desorption mechanism (Hoang and Tung [45]). Thus, if grains are small
enough (a . 1µm) to be mixed with the gas by turbulence, they can escape grain settling and coagulation
in the disk mid-plane and are transported to the surface layer (Dullemond and Dominik [139]; Fromang
and Nelson [140]). When exposed to stellar radiation, large grains within the range size [adisr, adisr,max]
could be disrupted by RATD into PAHs/nanoparticles (see Figure 26). Furthermore, our results suggest
an increase in the relative abundance of nanoparticles with decreasing the distance to the star. Therefore,
in the framework of rotational disruption and desorption, PAHs and nanoparticles would be continuously
replenished in the surface layer, with the support of turbulent transport. This can resolve the longstanding
puzzle about the ubiquitous presence of PAHs/nanoparticles in the hot surface layer of PPDs.
The water snowline characterized by the water sublimation temperature of Td ∼ 150 K divides
the inner region of rocky planets from the outer region of gas giant planets. Nevertheless, the precise
location of the snowline is a longstanding problem in planetary science (Lecar et al. [141]; Min et al. [142]).
Using the standard model of PPDs, we show that ice mantles from micron-sized grains (a < 100 µm) are
disrupted and identify the snowline’s location in the presence of rotational desorption. We find that the
water snowline is extended outward (Tung and Hoang [138]).
7.6. Circumsolar dust and the F-corona
In Hoang et al. [143], we applied the RATD for circumsolar dust (F-corona). As shown in Figure 27
(left panel), the intense solar radiation can efficiently disrupt large grains into nanoparticles. We also found
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Figure 26. Left panel: disruption sizes of composite grains for a PPD around T-Tauri stars as a function
of R and z/R. White lines show the locations of the disk that have Td = 150, 100, 50, 25 K. Right panel:
desorption sizes of ice mantles for a PPD around T-Tauri stars as a function of R and z/R, assuming a fixed
core radius ac = 0.05 µm and the varying mantle thickness. Gray dashed and dotted lines illustrate the
region where τ−1sub,rot(Td) = τ
−1
sub,0(Tsub) for different grain sizes a, assuming water ice of Tsub = 150 K.
that energetic protons from the solar wind can efficiently destroy smallest nanoparticles via nonthermal
sputtering, which decreases the F-corona.
We can calculate the decrease of the volume mass of dust as a function of heliocentric distance as
follows:
Md(R)
Md(R, 0)
=
∫ adisr
ansp
(4pia3ρ/3)(dn/da)da
Md(R, 0)
, (116)
where ansp be the critical size of nanoparticles that are destroyed by nonthermal sputtering, and Md(R, 0)
is the original dust mass in the absence of sputtering
Md(R, 0) =
∫ adisr
amin
(
4pia3ρ
3
)(
dn
da
)
da (117)
where a power-law grain size distribution of dn/da = Ca−3.5 with amin = 3 Å is adopted.
Figure 27 (right panel) shows the variation of the relative dust mass Md/Md(0) vs. the heliocentric
distance as a result of RATD and sputtering for the different tensile strength. We see that Md/Md(0)
starts to decrease considerably from R ∼ 0.2 AU (∼ 42R), and a significant mass loss occurs at R .
0.03 AU(6R), which suggests a new dust-free-zone. Grains made of weak material are more efficiently
disrupted by RATD and experience larger mass loss.
The increase in the abundance of small grains near the Sun predicted by RATD is consistent with
previous studies (Mukai and Yamamoto [144]; Mann [145]). Our results show that F-corona dust as well as
dust in the inner solar system (R < 1 AU) mostly contains nanoparticles of size a ∼ 1− 10 nm (see Figure
27, left). This is a natural explanation for nanodust detected by in-situ measurements (see, e.g., Mann et al.
[146]; Ip et al. [147]). This RATD mechanism is more efficient than collisional fragmentation previously
thought (see e.g., Mann et al. [146] for discussion of various mechanisms to form nanodust in the inner
solar system).
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Figure 27. Left panel: grain disruption size by RATD as a function of heliodistance for the different
tensile strength. Large grains are disrupted by RATD into very small grains. Right panel: decrease of
the dust mass (Md/Md(0)) with heliocentric distance due to RATD and nonthermal sputtering by the
solar wind for silicate grains where Md(0) is the original dust mass. Four values of the tensile strength
Smax = 108 − 1011 erg cm−3 are considered. The dust mass decreases toward the Sun, starting from
∼ 0.2 AU (for highest strength) and reaches the new dust-free-zone predicted by RATD and sputtering
effects (gray shaded area).
D
PSP
Figure 28. Schematic illustration of the F-corona predicted by RATD and nonthermal sputtering which
would be observed by the Parker Solar Probe (PSP) at heliocentric distance of D = 0.3 AU and various
elongation angles. The F-corona decrease is illustrated by a radial gradient, starting from 42R to the edge
of the new dust-free-zone at 6R.
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In-situ measurements by dust detector onboard the Helio spacecraft reported a F-corona decrease at
heliocentric distances between D = 0.3− 1 AU (Gruen et al. [148]). This is thought to be due to mutual
collisions that makes grains smaller and decrease of the forward scattering cross-section. However, the
RATD appears to be more efficient in producing small grains due to its short timescale.
Note that RATD is valid for grains of λ¯/a > 0.1. For larger grains of a > λ¯/0.1 ∼ 9 µm, RATs of
such very large grains are not yet available due to the lack of numerical calculations because it requires
expensive computations to achieve reliable results of RATs for grains of 2pi a/λ 1 (see e.g., Draine and
Flatau [54]). Expecting the decrease of RATs with increasing a, the disruption may still be important when
the decrease of RATs is compensated by the increase of the radiation energy density.
Figure 28 illustrates the F-corona as a result of RATD and nonthermal sputtering, which would be
observed with the PSP. The new dust-free-zone is located at R = 6R. Beyond this radius, the F-corona
decreases with the radius, starting from 42R to the dust-free-zone.
The first-year results from the PSP at heliocentric distances of D = 0.16− 0.25 AU (34.3− 53.7R)
reveal the gradual decrease the F-corona Howard et al. [149]. With the elongation e ∼ 15− 20◦, one can
estimate the corresponding elongation in solar radii Re ∼ (0.166− 0.336) sin(15◦)AU ∼ 9− 19R.
Indeed, the sublimation radius reveals a range of the dust-free-zone between 4− 5R for silicate
grains of sizes a ∼ 0.1− 0.001 µm. Therefore, even with the effect of RATD, thermal sublimation alone
cannot explain the thinning-out of circumsolar dust observed from Re . 19R. However, our results
shown in Figure 27 (right panel) indicate that the joint effect of RATD and nonthermal sputtering could
successfully explain the gradual decrease of F-corona toward the Sun. Moreover, the PSP’s observation is
consistent with our result with the largest value of Smax because this model predicts the F-corona decrease
from a closest distance of 19R.
The PSP is planned to undergo 24 orbits around the Sun. The latest orbits (22-24) will reach the closest
distance of 10.74R Szalay et al. [150]. Previous studies predict that the dust-free-zone is between 4− 5R,
which cannot be confirmed with the PSP. We found that the joint action of RATD and sputtering increase
the radius of dust-free-zone to 7− 11R (see Figure 27). This would be tested with the next orbits of the
PSP.
7.7. Rotational desorption of ice in star-forming regions around YSOs
Dust grains surrounding YSOs are expected to contain ice mantles. In these regions, water and COMs
are detected around the hot cores/corinos, which are inner regions surrounding high-mass protostars
(Blake et al. [151]) and low-mass protostars (Bottinelli et al. [152]; Beltran and Rivilla [153]).. Previous
studies rely on thermal sublimation of ice when grains are heated to above 100 K. We now apply our
theory in the previous section to study the desorption of ice mantles from grains in hot cores and hot
corinos and demonstrate that rotational desorption is more efficient and can work at T < 100 K.
Let L be the bolometric luminosity of the central protostar. The radiation strength at distance r from
the source is given by
U(r) =
(
L
4pir2cuISRF
)
= Uin
( rin
r
)2
, (118)
where Uin denotes the radiation strength at inner radius rin.
The gas density and temperature can be approximately described by power laws:
n gas = nin
( rin
r
)p
, (119)
Tgas = Tin
( rin
r
)q
, (120)
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Figure 29. Gas temperature and grain disruption size vs. radius for an envelope around a high-mass
protostar. Classical thermal sublimation is important only for the inner region (hot core), whereas rotational
desorption is important for both hot core and outer region.
where nin and Tin are gas density and temperature at radius rin, and q = 2/(4+ β) with β the dust opacity
index (see e.g., Chandler and Richer [154]). The typical density profile in the inner hot region is p ∼ 1.5. A
more detailed model of hot cores is presented in Nomura and Millar [155].
From Equation (52), one obtains the disruption size of ice mantles as follows
adisr(r) ' 0.13γ−1/1.7λ¯0.5(Smax,7/ρˆice)1/3.4(1+ FIR)1/1.7
(
ninT1/2in
100Uin
)1/1.7 ( rin
r
)(p+q/2−2)/1.7
µm, (121)
which slowly decreases with radius r as r(p+q/2−2)/1.7 ∼ r−0.1 for typical slopes.
For low-mass protostars, one can assume rin = 25 AU and nin ∼ 108 cm−3 and L = 36L Visser et al.
[156], one gets adisr ∼ 0.29 µm at r = rin and adisr ∼ 0.63 µm for r = 10rin. For hot cores, we adopt a
typical luminosity of L = 105L and typical parameters rin ∼ 500 AU, nin ∼ 108 cm−3, Uin ∼ 2× 107 and
Tin ∼ 274 K (see e.g., Bisschop et al. [157]). Therefore, Equation (121) gives adisr = 0.1 µm and 0.16 µm at
r = rin, 10rin respectively. The results for nin = 107 cm−3 as usually assumed (Viti and Williams [158]) are
even more promising.
Figure 29 illustrates the importance of rotational desorption vs. classical thermal sublimation of ice
mantles around a protostar of L = 105L and λ¯ = 0.5 µm. Thermal evaporation is important only in the
inner regions where Tgas > 100 K, whereas rotational desorption can be efficient at larger radii with low
temperatures of Tgas ∼ 40− 100 K.
We note that even in the hot inner region where thermal sublimation is active, rotational desorption
and ro-thermal desorption (Hoang and Tung [159]) are more efficient than the classical sublimation for
molecules with high binding energy such as water and COMs.
The efficiency of rotational desorption in cold extended regions shown in Figure 29 could explain
the presence of COMs from outer extended regions around hot cores by Fayolle et al. [160]. Furthermore,
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this mechanism can explain the presence of HCOOH, CH3CHO from cold regions with Tgas ∼ 40− 70 K
(below the sublimation threshold of these molecules) and low column density by Bisschop et al. [157].
Future high-resolution observations by ALMA would be unique to test our prediction of an extended
regions of COMs.
7.8. Rotational disruption of nanoparticles in C- and CJ-shocks
Interstellar shocks are ubiquitous in the ISM, which are induced by outflows around young stars
and supernova remnants. If the shock speed is lower than the magnetosonic speed, physical parameters
are continuous throughout the shock, for which the term C-type shocks are introduced (Draine [40]; also
Ciolek et al. [161]). For the C-type shock in dense magnetized molecular clouds, in the shock reference
frame, the ambient pre-shock gas flows into the shock such that their physical parameters change smoothly
with the distance in the shock. At the shock interface, the neutral and ion velocities are the same as the
shock velocity considered in the shock reference frame. Due to the deceleration when colliding with
the shock matter, neutrals and ions are slowed down until they move together with the shock front, i.e.,
vn = vi = 0. Due to magnetic forces, ions and charged grains are coupled to the ambient magnetic field
and move slower than neutrals, resulting in vn > vi or drift of neutral gas with respect to charged grains
and ions.
In Hoang and Tram [41] and Tram and Hoang [42], we studied rotational dynamics of grains in shocks
and found that the supersonic relative motion could spin nanoparticles up to to suprathermal rotation. As
a result, centrifugal stress can disrupt them into tiny fragments (see Section 5). This effect is most efficient
for smallest nanoparticles and increases the lower cutoff of the grain size distribution.
Hoang and Tram [41] calculate the ion and neutral velocities for the different shock velocities using
the one-dimensional plane-parallel Paris-Durham shock model Flower and Pineau des Forêts [162]. Our
initial elemental abundances in the gas, grain cores, ice mantle, and PAHs are the same as in the previous
studies (Flower and Pineau des Forêts [163]; Lesaffre et al. [164]; Tram et al. [165]). Figures 30 shows the
velocity structure of neutral (vn) and ions (vi), as well as the drift velocity of neutrals relative to ions
(vdrift = vn − vi), assuming nH = 104 cm−3.
The drift velocity vdrift rises and reaches the maximum value in the middle of the shock and then
declines to zero. The drift parameter, sd, increases rapidly with z, and then declines when the gas is heated
to high temperatures. Note the peak of sd does not coincide with the peak of vdrift due to the effect of vth
or Tgas. To calculate the smallest size amin that nanoparticles can withstand the rotational disruption, we
compute 〈ω2〉 using the rotational temperature Trot at each shock location for a grid of grain sizes from
0.35− 10 nm and compare it with ωcri.
Figure 31 shows the obtained minimum size amin as a function of distance in the shock for different
values of Smax and two shock models. Strong nanoparticles can survive the shock passage (red line), while
weak nanoparticles can be destroyed. Grain disruption size increases toward the middle of the shock and
then rapidly declines, which resembles the temperature and velocity profile of shocks (see e.g., Figure 30).
The disruption size is below 0.5 nm for the typical Smax,10 = 1, but it can be increased to 2.0 nm for weaker
materials (see blue, orange and green lines). Disruption is stronger for the shock model with higher gas
density (right panel).
Using Equation (114) we calculate the spinning dust emissivity at various locations inside the shock.
The emissivity is calculated assuming that dust is composed of 90 % PAHs and 10 % nanosilicates. In
the absence of rotation disruption, amin is taken to be equal to 3.56 Å. When the rotational disruption
effect is taken into account, amin is determined by adisr. We fix the abundance of PAHs and nanosilicates
throughout the shock, although their abundance should vary in the shock due to grain shattering (Guillet
et al. [166]). Figure 32 shows spinning dust emissivity from nanoparticles computed at different location z
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Figure 30. Velocity profiles of neutral (vn), ion and charged grains (vi), and their relative velocity (vdrift =
vn − vi) in the C-shocks for vs = 10 km s−1 (left) and 20 km s−1 (right). The dashed line shows the drift
parameter sd = vdrift/vth which is dimensionless. The drift velocity increases with the shock velocity, but
sd is slightly changed due to an increased thermal velocity. From Hoang and Tram [41].
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Figure 31. Minimum size below which PAHs are destroyed by rotational disruption vs. distance in the
shock, assuming the different material tensile strengths for vs = 30 km s−1. Two shock models with gas
density nH = 104 cm−3 (left panel) and nH = 105 cm−3 (right panel). From Hoang and Tram [41].
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Figure 32. Rotational emission spectrum from spinning nanoparticles for nH = 104 cm−3 and vs =
20 km s−1 computed at several positions in the shock without rotational disruption (panel (a)) and with
rotational disruption for Smax = 1010 erg cm−3 (panel (b)). Thermal dust emission from large grains is
shown in dashed black line for comparison. From Hoang and Tram [41]. Emissivity is reduced significantly
in the presence of disruption.
in the shock. The black dashed line shows thermal dust emission from large grains. When the rotational
disruption effect is not taken into account, spinning dust emissivity is very strong and can peak at very
high frequencies of ν ∼ 500 GHz for some locations (see panel (a)). When accounting for rotational
disruption (panel (b)), both rotational emissivity and peak frequency are reduced significantly due to the
destruction of the smallest nanoparticles via rotational disruption. The effect of rotational disruption is
clearly demonstrated through emission spectrum at locations z = 5× 1015 cm and z = 1016 cm, where the
peak frequency is reduced from ν ∼ 500 GHz (panel (a)) to ν ∼ 80 GHz (panel (b)). In both cases, spinning
dust is still dominant over thermal dust at frequencies ν < 100 GHz (lower panel).
The grain size distribution of PAHs and nanoparticles in the shocked dense regions is poorly known
due to the lack of observational constraints. In dense cold clouds, due to the lack of UV photons, both
sublimation and thermal sputtering are not effective, such that one can expect a much smaller lower cutoff
of the grain size distribution compared to the diffuse ISM. In studies of grain shattering, the smallest size
of nanoparticles is usually fixed to amin = 0.5 nm without physical justification (Jones et al. [52]; Guillet
et al. [166]). Micelotta et al. [167] studied the destruction of PAHs in shocks by sputtering and found that
PAHs can be efficiently destroyed by shocks of velocities vs > 100 km s−1. For lower shock velocities,
PAHs and smallest nanoparticles (i.e., nanoparticles smaller than several nanometers) are expected to
survive the shock passage. As a result, constraining the lower size cutoff and abundance of nanoparticles
is of great importance. We suggested that spinning dust from nanoparticles could be used to constrain the
abundance of nanoparticles in shocks.
8. Discussion
8.1. Radiative torques of irregular grains
The interaction of dust grains and radiation results in four fundamental effects: grain heating, grain
charging, radiation pressure, and radiative torque. Radiative torque is a new notion introduced about 40
years ago in dust astrophysics by Dolginov and Mitrofanov [24]. Numerical calculations for realistic grain
shapes are only available 20 years by Draine and Weingartner [27], whereas an experimental test of the
grain spin-up by RATs was conducted in Abbas et al. [28]. An analytical model of RATs was proposed by
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Lazarian and Hoang [29]. With extensive calculations of RATs for many shapes by Herranen et al. [55], it
is now established that RATs are a fundamental property of dust grains exposed to a radiation field. As a
result, it is crucially important to understand the effect of RATs on dust properties.
Previously, RATs are successfully used to explain the ubiquitous alignment of dust grains (Draine and
Weingartner [168]; Lazarian and Hoang [29]). The RAT alignment theory has become a popular theory
of grain alignment (Lazarian et al. [5]; Andersson et al. [4]; Hoang and Lazarian [99]). The rotational
disruption (RATD) effect induced by RATs was discovered by Hoang et al. [33] where the authors found
that RATs could spin up grains to extremely fast rotation such that the centrifugal stress exceeds the
material strength, disrupting dust grains into small fragments (see Section 3). The RATD mechanism is
based on a fundamental property, radiative torques, arising in the interaction of radiation and dust grains of
irregular shapes, which is natural in astrophysics.
8.2. Ubiquitous application of rotational disruption by radiative torques
Subject to intense radiation sources in astrophysics (e.g., quasars and GRBs, dust grains are known
to be destroyed by thermal sublimation and Coulomb explosions (see e.g., Waxman and Draine [47];
Weingartner et al. [14]). While these traditional mechanisms require high radiation energy density and
thus work only in a limited region, the RATD effect can be effective in an average radiation field (e.g.,
ISRF) and becomes more efficient with stronger radiation fields. This makes RATD work in a vast range
of astrophysical environments, with the grain temperature Td ∼ 20− Tsub ∼ 1500 K. This corresponds
to a radiation energy density U from 1 to (1500/20)6 ∼ 1011, assuming U ∼ (Td/20 K)6, comprising the
diffuse ISM, star-forming regions, and circumstellar regions, environments surrounding cosmic transients,
starburst and high-z galaxies. The RATD mechanism is only ineffective in dense molecular clouds shielded
of the ISRF. The dominance of rotational disruption over thermal sublimation can be understood by means
of energy consideration. Indeed, in order to heat the dust grain to the sublimation temperature, Tsub, the
radiation energy must be Erad ∼ T4sub. On the other hand, in order to spin-up dust grains to the critical
rotation rate ωdisr, the radiation energy required is Erad ∼ ωdisr. Due to the fourth-order dependence, the
sublimation energy is much higher than the energy required for grain disruption.
8.3. Relationship between rotational disruption and grain alignment
Throughout this review, we have assumed that RATs spin up grains to their maximum rotational
angular velocity and ignore the effect of grain alignment. However, RATs not only spin up but also align
grains with the magnetic field. The maximum angular velocity depends on the relative angle between the
magnetic field and the radiation field (Hoang and Lazarian [61]).
We have also assumed that all aligned grains have their maximum angular velocity of ωRAT (Eqs.
35 and (32), which corresponds to the situation that all grains are driven to high-J attractors (Hoang and
Lazarian [99]; Hoang and Lazarian [30]). In general, the fraction of grains on high-J attractors, denoted
by fhigh−J, depends on the grain properties (shape, size, and magnetic properties), and 0 < fhigh−J ≤ 1.
[169] calculated RATs for aggregates and found fhigh−J ∼ 0.35− 1 for aggregate grains. The presence of
iron inclusions is found to increase fhigh−J to unity (Hoang and Lazarian [99]). Moreover, in the absence of
high-J attractors (e.g., high-J repellors), grains may still be disrupted because gas collisions randomize
their orientation in the phase space, and the grains would spend a significant amount of time in the
vicinity of high-J repellors (Hoang and Lazarian [30]). As a result, grains can still be disrupted if their
instantaneous angular velocity exceeds ωdisr. A detailed study of grain disruption for this case should
follow the rotational dynamics of grains induced by RATs for the GRB radiation field (e.g., Hoang and
Lazarian [99]) and compares the instantaneous centrifugal stress with the tensile strength of the grain.
More details about the relation of alignment and the RATD are given in Lazarian & Hoang (2020).
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Second, in the case of intense radiation fields, grains can be aligned along the radiation direction
(Lazarian and Hoang [29]; Hoang and Lazarian [99]; Tazaki et al. [170]). Carbonaceous grains with
diamagnetic properties are expected to be aligned along the radiation direction. Thus, the RATD effect
would work at their maximum level if high-J attractors are present.
Third, since the fraction of high-J depends on the grain magnetic susceptibility, which is determined
by the abundance of iron embedded, the RATD effect would be useful to constrain the iron fraction in dust
(Lazarian and Hoang [171]; Hoang and Lazarian [99]; Lazarian and Hoang [100]).
8.4. Dust in the Time-Domain Astronomy Era
With substantial investment to construct new observational facilities at optical-NIR wavelengths,
including GMT, SPHEREx, LSST, TMT, E-ELT, JWST and WFIRST, we are entering the golden age of the
time-domain astronomy. Millions of transients (SNe Ia, CCSNe, GRBs) would be detected (e.g., Graham
et al. [172]; Foley et al. [173]). UV-Optical-NIR observations by these instruments, including colors and
light curves of astrophysical transients are powerful to study progenitors, explosion mechanism, and their
environments. In the light of RATD, dust properties within tens of pc are rapidly changing under the effect
of the intense radiation from transients themselves. As a result, the observed color and light-curves of
transients could change over time just due to dust variation. The RATD effect is particularly important
for CCSNe and GRBs because they are expected to explode in dusty star-forming regions. An accurate
understanding of cosmic transients as well as using them as a standardized candle for cosmological studies
must take into account the effect of time-varying dust properties by the RATD effect. The decrease of
optical-NIR extinction/polarization due to RATD would be tested with LSST and WFIRST.
8.5. Astrochemistry on Rotating Grain Surfaces
Grain surfaces play a crucial role in astrochemistry (Herbst and van Dishoeck [2]; van Dishoeck [174]).
The foundations of surface astrochemistry assume dust grains at rest and disregard the fact that grains are
rapidly rotating due to radiative or mechanical torques.
Grain surfaces and ice mantles are believed to play a crucial role in the formation and desorption of
molecules, including H2, H2O, and COMs (see e.g., Herbst and van Dishoeck [2]). Grain surface chemistry
in general involves four main physical processes: (1) accretion of gas atoms/molecules to the grain surface,
(2) mobility of adsorbed species on or in the ice mantle, (3) probability to form molecules upon collisions,
and (4) desorption of newly formed molecules from the grain surface (see van Dishoeck [174]).
Suprathermal rotation by RATs is found to be important for surface chemistry in star-forming and
photodissociation regions. It is found that suprathermal rotation can assist thermal desorption of molecules
from the ice mantle, which enables molecule desorption at temperatures Td < 100 K, lower than classical
thermal sublimation threshold (Section 2, Hoang and Tram [44]; Hoang and Tung [45]). The rate of
surface chemical reactions depends on the mobility of adsorbed species on the grain surface (Watson
and Salpeter [81]; Hasegawa et al. [175]). The mobility of adsorbed molecules on the surface could also
be enhanced, resulting in an increase of molecular formation rate (Hoang [176]). Therefore, the effect
of grain suprathermal rotation is important and dramatically changes the current paradigm of surface
astrochemistry where grain rotation is disregarded.
8.6. Dust polarization and molecular tracer
In the rotational desorption paradigm, the release of COMs from ice mantles is accompanied by the
decrease in the abundance of large grains because the intense radiation field that disrupts the ice mantles
also disrupts large dust aggregates, and the disruption of ice mantles reduces the grain size. This effect has
a unique signature on observations. First, we expect the abundance of COMs increases with decreasing
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the degree of dust polarization at long wavelengths which are most sensitive to the abundance of large
grains. Second, the depletion of large aggregate grains may result in the change in the polarization pattern
because very large grains are expected to experience efficient self-scattering (Kataoka et al. [177]), whereas
smaller ones are aligned along the radiation direction or magnetic field direction (Lazarian and Hoang
[29]; Hoang and Lazarian [99]; Tazaki et al. [170]; Lazarian and Hoang [100]). In our on-going study (Tram
et al. to be submitted), we found some evidence for rotational desorption using observational data of
COMs and dust polarization.
9. Conclusions and Outlook
We have reviewed the rotational disruption of dust grains by radiative torques and mechanical
torques due to dust-radiation and dust-gas interactions and presented various applications. Our main
conclusions are summarized as follows:
• Radiative torques are a fundamental property of dust-radiation interaction. Dust grains could be
spun up to suprathermal rotation by RATs such that resulting centrifugal stress exceeds the tensile
strength of grain material, resulting in the disruption of grains into fragments. Because the RATD
mechanism does not require an intense radiation field to be effective, it has ubiquitous application
for most astrophysical environments, from the diffuse ISM to star-forming regions, protoplanetary
disks, circumstellar regions, and high-z galaxies (see Section 7).
• The RATD mechanism could successfully explain some longstanding puzzles in astrophysics,
including the anomalous dust properties observed toward SNe Ia and H II regions around massive
stars, steep extinction curves toward GRBs, and microwave emission excess in AGB envelopes.
• The RATD mechanism changes the grain size distribution and abundance, which affects many
astrophysical observations, including dust extinction, emission, and polarization. This RATD
mechanism thus opens a new dimension into dust physics and offers new diagnostics of
astrophysical phenomena. For instance, one of the longstanding puzzles of astrophysical dust is
its internal structure, i.e., compact vs. fluffy/composite vs. core-mantle. The RATD provides a
theoretical basis for probing the internal structure of dust grains.
• In the time-domain astronomy era, intrinsic light-curves and colors of astrophysical transients are
required to understand progenitors, explosion mechanisms, and transient’s environments. In light of
the RATD effect, the rapid variation of grain size distribution on a timescale of minutes or days
results in the decrease of optical-NIR dust extinction, but the increase of UV extinction. This reduces
the value of RV and color EB−V observed toward transients. Thus, the effect of time-varying dust
properties by RATD must be considered for accurate transient astrophysics.
• The centrifugal force arising from grain suprathermal rotation induced by RATs plays a crucial role in
ice evolution. It can desorb ice mantles from the grain surface in star-forming and photodissociation
regions. Moreover, water ice can be desorbed with the expense of smaller energy compared to
thermal sublimation. As a result, the snow-line in the protoplanetary disk is pushed outward
compared to the classical snow-line.
• Suprathermal rotation by RATs plays a critical role in surface astrochemistry in star-forming and
photodissociation regions. It is found that suprathermal rotation can assist thermal desorption of
molecules from the ice mantle, enabling molecule desorption at temperatures Td < 100 K, lower than
classical thermal sublimation thresholds. The mobility of adsorbed molecules on the surface could
also be enhanced, increasing molecule formation rate. This could dramatically change the current
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paradigm of surface astrochemistry, where grain rotation is disregarded.
• Nanoparticles can be spun-up to suprathermal rotation by the relative supersonic motion of dust
and gas. As a result, the smallest nanoparticles can be disrupted by centrifugal stress due to their
small inertia moment. The METD mechanism is efficient in magnetized shocks and grains drifting
through the gas by radiation pressure.
• In addition to optical-IR wavelengths, rotational disruption also affects microwave emission via the
spinning dust mechanism. Nanoparticles play an important role in gas heating and dynamics, shock
dynamics. Thus, observations in microwave are unique to trace nanoparticles and test the RATD
and METD mechanisms.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
NIR Near-infrared
FIR Far-infrared
AMO Analytical MOdel
DDA Discrete Dipole Approximation
DDSCAT Discrete Dipole Scattering
ISM Interstellar Medium
ISRF Interstellar Radiation Field
RATs RAdiative Torques
RATA RAdiative Torque Alignment
RATD RAdiative Torque Disruption
ROTD Rotational Desorption
METD MEchanical Torque Disruption
COM Complex Organic Molecule
SNIa Type Ia Supernova
CCSN Core-Collapse Supernova
GRB Gamma-Ray Burst
MC Molecular Cloud
SMC Small Magellanic Cloud
PDR Photodissociation Region
YSO Young Stellar Object
YMSC Young Massive Stellar Cluster
PPD Protoplanetary disk
AGN Active Galactic Nuclei
AGB Asymptotic Giant Branch
CSE Circumstellar Envelope
PSP Parker Solar Probe
VSG Very Small Grain
PAH Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
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Table 3. Glossary of Notations and Meaning
Notation Meaning
a grain radius
ρ grain mass density
ρice mass density of ice
mgr grain mass
I1 inertia momentum around the axis of maximum moment of inertia
Qext extinction efficiency
Qabs absorption efficiency
Qpol polarization efficiency
nH proton number density
NH proton column number density
mH proton mass
Tgas gas temperature
Td dust grain temperature
τgas rotational damping time by gas collisions
τIR rotational damping time by infrared emission
FIR dimensionless coefficient of IR rotational damping
λ radiation wavelength
uλ specific energy density of the radiation field
λ¯ mean wavelength of the radiation spectrum
γrad anisotropy degree of the radiation field
Bλ Planck function
Aλ dust extinction
EB−V = AB − AV color excess
RV = AV/EB−V ratio of total-to-selective extinction
Pext(λ) polarization of starlight by dust extinction
Pmax maximum value of Pext
λmax peak wavelength of at the maximum polarization Pext
Pem(λ) polarization of thermal dust emission
L bolometric luminosity
urad radiation energy density
uISRF radiation energy density of the ISRF
U = urad/uISRF radiation strength
ΓRAT Radiative Torque (RAT)
QΓ RAT efficiency
ω grain angular velocity
ωT grain thermal angular velocity
ωRAT maximum grain angular momentum spun-up by RATs
ωdisr critical angular velocity for rotational disruption
Tsub sublimation temperature
Rsub sublimation radius
Smax maximum tensile strength of grain material
adisr grain disruption size by RATD
adisr,max maximum grain disruption size by RATD
adesr grain desorption size of ice mantles
adesr,max maximum grain desorption size of mantles
vdrift drift velocity of grains through the gas
vd dust grain velocity relative to gas
vth = (2kTgas/mH)1/2 gas thermal velocity
sd = vd/vth dimensionless drift parameter
vgg relative grain velocity
Fdrag gas drag force
Ysp sputtering yield
A¯sp mean atomic mass of sputtered atoms
R radius of the Sun
R heliocentric distance from the Sun
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Table 4. Glossary of Notations and Meaning (Continued)
Notation Meaning
Eb binding energy of molecules to the grain surface
ν0 characteristic vibration frequency of molecules on the icy grain mantle
B magnetic field strength
vs shock speed
vn, vi velocity of neutrals and ions in shocks
β electric dipole moment per structure
µ electric dipole moment of a grain
τed electric dipole damping time
Trot grain rotational temperature
dn/da grain size distribution
amin minimum grain size or lower cutoff of the grain size distribution
amax maximum grain size or upper cutoff of the grain size distribution
ν frequency of radiation
P(ω, µ) emission power by a nanoparticle spinning at ω
jaν rotational emissivity from a spinning nanoparticle of size a
jν rotational emissivity from all nanoparticles
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